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Sicherheitspolitik Schweiz und Air2030

prolibertate.ch
Oktober 2022

admin.ch
02.06.2022

Sicherheitspolitisches
Referat Bern 2022 von
Peter Regli

EIN MUST!

«Konzeption Zukunft
der Armee»: Die neue
Broschüre über die
Zukunft der Streitkräfte

EIN MUST!

Der Divisionär aD und ehemalige Chef des Schweizer Nachrichtendienstes spricht zum Thema:
«Bedroht Putin mit seinem Krieg auch die Sicherheit der Schweiz»
Wann:
Donnerstag, 13. Oktober 2022, Beginn Apéro 18:45 Uhr, 19:30 Uhr Referat
Wo:
Kaserne, Auditorium, Papiermühlestrasse 13+15, 3000 Bern 22
Organisiert:
Durch Pro Libertate und PIKOM

Die Schweizer Armee hat ihre drei Grundlagenberichte zur Weiterentwicklung der Luftverteidigung, der
Bodentruppen und des Bereichs Cyber in einer Broschüre zusammengefasst. Die «Konzeption Zukunft der
Armee» erläutert in gekürzter Form, wie die Armee ihre Fähigkeiten weiterentwickeln will und was sie bisher
geplant hat. Zudem wird skizziert, was sie bis wann umsetzen will.
(Broschüre «Konzeption Zukunft der Armee» abrufbar unter:
file:///C:/Users/Standard/Desktop/2022%2006%2002%20KONZEPTION%20ZUKUNFT%20DER%20ARMEE.pdf)

blick.ch
02.06.2022

Deshalb verankerte der
Ständerat in der
Armeebotschaft mit 31
zu 12 Stimmen explizit,
dass die
Beschaffungsverträge
der neuen Kampfjets bis
Ende März 2023

Die F-5-Tiger-Flugzeuge, mit denen auch die Kunstflugstaffel Patrouille Suisse unterwegs ist, sollen noch nicht ausser
Dienst gestellt werden. Das entschied der Ständerat am Dienstag. Er behandelte das anlässlich der Armeedebatte.
Die vom Ständerat abgesegnete Vorlage beinhaltet Beschaffungen und Ausrüstungen für insgesamt 9,552
Milliarden Franken. Das Geschäft geht nun an den Nationalrat.
Rund zwei Drittel der Kredite in der Armeebotschaft - 6,155 Milliarden Franken - sind für die 36 neuen F-35Kampfjets inklusive bauliche Massnahmen eingeplant. Die neuen Flugzeuge sollen die 25 F-5-Tiger-Jets und die 30
F/A-18-Hornet-Jets ersetzen. Der Kampfjet-Kauf wurde in der kleinen Kammer von der Ratslinken kritisiert. Céline
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unterschrieben werden
sollen.

Vara (Grüne/NE) wollte gar nicht erst auf die Vorlage eintreten, da viele Fragen offenblieben und zuerst die hängige
Volksinitiative gegen den Kauf der neuen Kampfflugzeuge abgewartet werden solle. Carlo Sommaruga (SP/GE)
forderte vom Bundesrat mehr Transparenz über die finanziellen und technischen Risiken der Beschaffung und
wollte den Bundesbeschluss entsprechend an den Bundesrat zurückweisen. Die Mehrheit des Ständerats wollte
jedoch nichts davon wissen und lehnte die beiden Anträge deutlich ab - mit 35 zu 8 Stimmen bei einer Enthaltung
respektive 32 zu 9 Stimmen bei 4 Enthaltungen. Werner Salzmann (SVP/BE), Präsident der Sicherheitspolitischen
Kommission (SIK-S), betonte im Namen der Mehrheit, dass die Modernisierung der Luftwaffe durch den Krieg in der
Ukraine noch dringlicher geworden sei.
Deshalb verankerte der Ständerat in der Armeebotschaft mit 31 zu 12 Stimmen explizit, dass die
Beschaffungsverträge der neuen Kampfjets bis Ende März 2023 unterschrieben werden sollen. Er will damit
verhindern, dass die Gültigkeit der Offerte des US-amerikanischen Anbieters Lockheed Martin ausläuft und es zu
Verzögerungen kommt. «Das würde die Kosten erhöhen», sagte Salzmann.
Unbestritten im Rat war der Verpflichtungskredit von 2,053 Milliarden Franken für ein bodengestütztes
Luftverteidigungssystem grösserer Reichweite inklusive bauliche Massnahmen. Heute verfügt die Schweiz über kein
solches System. Im vergangenen Jahr hatte sich der Bundesrat für fünf Feuereinheiten des Systems Patriot des USHerstellers Raytheon entschieden.

bluewin.ch
02.06.2022

Umfrage Bluewin
Homepage Stand
02.06.2022 19:30 Uhr
mit 2991 Teilnehmern:

Was denkst du zum Kauf der F-35-Kampfjets?
• 72% Das ist der beste Kampfjet und gut investiertes Geld.
• 17% Die Schweiz braucht gar keine Kampfjets, das Geld könnte man besser einsetzen.
• 9% Naja, ein anderer Kampfjet-Typ wäre besser.
• 2% Weiss nicht.
(Artikel «Wie geht es mit dem F-35 weiter?» mit integrierter Umfrage abrufbar unter:
https://www.bluewin.ch/de/news/schweiz/wie-geht-es-mit-dem-f-35-weiter-1242857.html)

swissinfo.ch
02.06.2022

Das Parlament will die
Aufstockung des
Militärbudgets

Nach dem Nationalrat hat auch der Ständerat einer Motion zur Erhöhung des Militäretats bis 2030 zugestimmt. Bis
dahin soll eine schrittweise Erhöhung des Armeebudgets auf ein Prozent des Bruttoinlandprodukts erfolgen. Mit
dem zusätzlichen Geld soll die Modernisierung und die Ausrüstung der Armeeverbände schneller vorangetrieben
werden, etwa der Ersatz alter Systeme für die Bodentruppen oder der Schutz vor Cyberangriffen. Der russische
Einmarsch in die Ukraine hat die Diskussionen in den letzten Monaten natürlich befeuert. Zudem rückt der Kauf des
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F-35 näher: Der Ständerat hat ebenfalls dem 6-Milliarden-Kredit für die 36 Jets zugestimmt, plus noch weitere 2
Milliarden für ein bodengestütztes Luftverteidigungssystem.
gruene.ch
02.06.2022

Planlose Erhöhung des
Armee-Budgets

Nach dem Nationalrat will auch der Ständerat das Armee-Budget planlos erhöhen. Statt die neue Sicherheitslage in
der Folge des Ukraine-Kriegs zu analysieren, sollen der Armee über die nächsten zehn Jahre über 10 Milliarden
Franken mehr zur Verfügung stehen – ohne, dass es überhaupt genügend Beschaffungsprojekte dafür gibt. Mit
dieser überstürzten Aufrüstung betreibt das Parlament das Gegenteil einer nachhaltigen und überlegten Friedensund Sicherheitspolitik.
F-35-Entscheid: Ein demokratiepolitischer Affront
Ebenfalls schreibt der Ständerat in seiner Armeebotschaft fest, dass der Bundesrat den Vertrag für den Kauf von 36
F-35 Kampfjets bis März 2023 unterschreiben muss. Damit ignoriert er eine kritische Diskussion der kommenden
Berichte der Finanzkontrolle und der GPK. Dieser Entscheid ist zudem ein demokratiepolitischer Affront, denn damit
nimmt der Ständerat in Kauf, dass die schon von 100’000 Personen unterschriebene Volksinitiative Stop F-35
hinfällig wird. Bundesrat und Parlament haben es aber trotzdem in der Hand, die Behandlung der Initiative so zu
planen, dass eine Abstimmung im März 2023 möglich ist.
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter:
https://gruene.ch/medienmitteilungen/planlose-erhoehung-des-armee-budgets)

spschweiz.ch
02.06.2022

Ausgabenexzess bei der
Armee, Kürzungen bei
Bildung und
Landwirtschaft

Ohne Rücksicht auf Verluste hat nach dem Nationalrat heute auch die rechte Mehrheit im Ständerat entschieden,
die Armeeausgaben bis 2030 schrittweise auf ein Prozent des Bruttoinlandprodukts (BIP) zu erhöhen. Das werden
2030 pro Jahr gut drei Milliarden mehr sein als heute. Dieser Entscheid ist unausgegoren und konzeptlos. Es fehlt
eine plausible Beschaffungsliste. Und die Haltung des Bundesrats ist widersprüchlich: Er soll endlich sagen, wo es
wegen der zusätzlichen Armee-Milliarden zu Sparübungen kommt.
(Vollständiges Mediencommuniqué der SP Schweiz abrufbar unter:
https://www.sp-ps.ch/de/publikationen/medienmitteilungen/ausgabenexzess-bei-der-armee-kuerzungen-bei-bildung-und)

allianzsicherheit.ch
02.02.2022

Ständerat folgt
Anträgen der Allianz
Sicherheit Schweiz und
gibt wichtiges
Bekenntnis zur
Sicherheit ab

Die Allianz Sicherheit Schweiz nimmt das unmissverständliche Bekenntnis des Ständerats, die Sicherheit unseres
Landes zu verbessern, mit Wohlwollen zur Kenntnis. Bereits vor dem 24. Februar 2022 machte die Allianz Sicherheit
Schweiz auf die zu optimistische Einschätzung der Sicherheitslage aufmerksam. Von Links wurde sie dafür belächelt.
Spätestens jetzt ist klar: unsere Sicherheit ist nicht selbstverständlich und muss mit den nötigen Mitteln geschützt
werden. Dass sich der Ständerat nun klar dafür einsetzt und nicht mehr auf die Totspar-Taktik der Armeegegner
hereinfällt, ist ein positives Signal für unsere Sicherheit.
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Klares Bekenntnis zur Armeebotschaft und zum F-35
Dank dem heutigen Entscheid nimmt der Ersatz der seit 1978 und 1996 im Einsatz stehenden Kampfflugzeuge durch
den F-35A eine weitere Hürde. Die Allianz Sicherheit Schweiz begrüsst, dass auf Antrag von Ständerat Thierry
Burkart der letztmögliche Kaufzeitpunkt in der Armeebotschaft verankert wurde. So wird der Bundesrat gegen
Störmanöver von Links geschützt und er kann den Kaufvertrag vor Ablauf der Offertfrist unterzeichnen.
Vorausgesetzt, dass der Nationalrat dem Ständerat folgt, kann sich die Schweiz sowohl mit einem neuen
bodengestützten Luftverteidigungssystem (Patriot) und dem modernsten evaluierten Kampfflugzeug ausrüsten.
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter:
https://allianzsicherheit.ch/2022/06/02/staenderat-folgt-antraegen-der-allianz-sicherheit-schweiz-und-gibt-wichtigesbekenntnis-zur-sicherheit-ab/)

bluewin.ch
02.06.2022

Wie geht es mit dem
F-35 weiter?

Heute erteilt der Ständerat wohl die Erlaubnis, die 36 Kampfjets für rund sechs Milliarden zu kaufen, obwohl die
Abstimmung über die Initiative noch aussteht. Hier die wichtigsten Fakten.
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.bluewin.ch/de/news/schweiz/wie-geht-es-mit-dem-f-35-weiter-1242857.html)

gsoa.ch
01.06.2022

Gegen Aufrüstung offenen Brief
unterzeichnen!

Morgen wird der Ständerat höchstwahrscheinlich eine Erhöhung des Armeebudgets um 2 Milliarden Franken
beschliessen - eine Eröhung, wie wir sie noch nie erlebt haben. Das Budget wird längerfristig an das BIP-Wachstum
gekoppelt, was bedeutet, dass das Armeebudget ohne politische Debatte immer weiter wachsen wird. Darum
haben wir gemeinsam mit Vertreter*innen aus der Zivilgesellschaft einen offenen Brief gegen diese
Aufrüstungspläne veröffentlicht. Unterzeichne jetzt!
(Brief abrufbar unter:
https://unsinnig.ch/)

MNS
Konrad Alder
31.05.202

Bei den Fakten bleiben!
Replik Leserbrief Roger
E. Schärer «Demokratie
mit Füssen getreten» in
der Zürichsee-Zeitung
vom 30.05.2022

Erfreulich, dass nun auch Roger E. Schärer in seinem Leserbrief «Demokratie mit Füssen getreten» die
Unterzeichnung der Beschaffungsverträge für den F-35A nach Zustimmung durch unser Parlament bis am 31. März
2023 als Rechtens qualifiziert. Seine Beurteilung, dass damit unsere Demokratie mit Füssen getreten werde, muss
allerdings als nicht gerechtfertigt und völlig verfehlt zurückgewiesen werden. Denn nach dem Zustandekommen
dieser Eidg. Volksinitiative werden Stimmbürgerinnen und Stimmbürger an der Urne über «Stopp F-35» zu befinden
haben. Nur wird das Resultat dieses Plebiszits den Kauf von 36 F-35A als Ersatz für unsere technisch überholten
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F-18C/D – wie von den Initianten GSoA, SP, Grüne Schweiz und Roger E. Schärer angestrebt - nicht mehr verhindern
können, denn eine nicht eingereichte/angenommene Initiative entfaltet keine aufschiebende Wirkung. Das gilt
nicht nur für Vorlagen aus dem VBS von Frau Bundesrätin Viola Amherd, sondern auch für diejenigen aller übrigen
Departemente. Kommt hinzu, dass gemäss einer kürzlichen, repräsentativen Tamedia Umfrage rund die Hälfte der
Schweizer mit diesem Vorgehen unseres Bundesrates einverstanden sind. Dass Roger E. Schärer darüber wenig
erfreut ist, kann man verstehen. Das rechtfertigt aber nicht sein faktenfernes und mit Wörtern wie
«Hintertreppenkauf» verletzendes Argumentieren.
vbs.admin.ch
31.05.2022

sog.ch
Oberst Dominik
Knill, Präsident SOG
06 2022

Luftwaffen-Standorte
profitieren von
Arbeitsplätzen und
Investitionen

Auf den Militärflugplätzen Payerne, Emmen und Meiringen hat das VBS insgesamt rund 1300 Vollzeitstellen. Und:
In den kommenden Jahren sollen um die 500 Millionen Franken in die Standorte investiert werden.

Die Welt ist nicht
geheizt

Die Neutralität der Schweiz ist international anerkannt. Allerdingst stellt der Krieg in der Ukraine die bestehende
internationale und vor allem europäische Sicherheitsordnung infrage. Angesichts des russischen Angriffskriegs ist
die Versuchung in gewissen politischen Kreisen gross, sich zu Waffenlieferungen an die Ukraine hinreissen zu lassen.
Übereifer und Hektik sind gerade in der aktuellen Situation fehl am Platz. Die Schweizer Neutralitätspolitik ist
dynamisch und ermöglicht bereits heute einen Handlungsspielraum.

(Vollständige Information abrufbar unter:
https://www.vbs.admin.ch/de/home.detail.news.html/vbs-internet/wissenswertes/2022/220531.html)

(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://sog.ch/2022/05/die-welt-ist-nicht-geheizt/)
admin.ch
30.05.2022

Zweites Treffen mit
allen im Parlament
vertretenen Parteien
zum Krieg in der
Ukraine
Erhöhung
Armeeausgaben und
F-35

Die Delegation der Landesregierung bestand aus Bundespräsident Ignazio Cassis, Bundesrätin Simonetta
Sommaruga, Bundesrat Guy Parmelin, Bundesrätin Viola Amherd, Bundesrätin Karin Keller-Sutter sowie
Bundeskanzler Walter Thurnherr.
Die Delegation des Bundesrates legte die sicherheitspolitischen Folgerungen aus dem Krieg in der Ukraine dar. Zur
Sprache kamen die aktuelle Lage sowie die laufenden Arbeiten und die Stossrichtung für den Zusatzbericht zu den
Folgen des Krieges, den das VBS bis im Herbst vorlegen wird. Der Bericht wird sich insbesondere auch mit
Möglichkeiten einer verstärkten internationalen Kooperation in der Sicherheitspolitik befassen. Ebenfalls Thema war
die zustimmende Position des Bundesrates zur schrittweisen Erhöhung der Armeeausgaben auf ein Prozent des
Bruttoinlandprodukts (BIP) bis 2030; dies wird seitens des Sicherheitspolitischen Kommissionen und zuletzt auch des
Nationalrates gefordert. Schliesslich äusserte sich die Delegation der Landesregierung zur Vorgehensweise bei der F-35A-
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Beschaffung, wo der Bundesrat den Vorschlag unterstützt, die Beschaffungsverträge bis am 31. März 2023 und damit
innerhalb der Gültigkeit der Offerten zu unterzeichnen.
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter:
https://www.admin.ch/gov/de/start/dokumentation/medienmitteilungen.msg-id-89052.html)

Informationsanlass
SVP, UOV, OG und
AVIA in
Mettmenstetten
30.05.2022
19:30

Wie kann die Armee in
der Luft und am Boden
rasch wieder
verteidigungsfähig
werden?

Ein Must!
Informationsanlass mit Divisionär Peter Merz
Unser Kommandant der Luftwaffe präsentiert vor dem Hintergrund des Ukrainekriegs die dringendsten Projekte
der Luftwaffe und der Bodentruppen und beantwortet Fragen
(Vollständige Präsentation «20220530_Wie will die Armee wieder verteidigungsfähig werden_Handout(3)» abrufbar im Anhang
zu diesem Versandmail NACHBRENNER 2022-37)

blick.ch
30.05.2022

Amherd gelobt
Besserung - Mängel bei
F-35-Deal

Die Geschäftsprüfungskommission des Ständerats hatte die Kontrolle beim Kampfjet-Kauf kritisiert. Es sei nicht klar,
wie weit Gegengeschäfte der Schweizer Industrie tatsächlich nützen. Nun will der Bundesrat über die Bücher.
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.blick.ch/politik/amherd-gelobt-besserung-maengel-bei-f-35-deal-id17535761.html)

bulletin-1.ch
Dr. Peter Forster
29.05.2022

SOG-Präsident: “16
Jahre F-35-Verbot?”

Oberst Dominik Knill, Präsident der SOG, nimmt am 29. Mai 2022 Stellung zur Anti-F-35-Initiative der GSoA:
•
•
•
•

linkedin.com
28.05.2022

Paul Winiker
Regierungsrat Kanton
Luzern

“Es ist ein erfreuliches Fazit, dass die Beschaffung neuer Kampfflugzeuge nicht einer weiteren Verzögerung
unterliegt.”
“Die Erkenntnis, dass die Initiative weder eine aufschiebende noch eine rückwirkende Wirkung hat, ist ja
nicht neu.”
“Warum wurde diese Tatsache von den Befürwortern geflissentlich ignoriert?”
Sollte sie (die angekündigte Initiative) tatsächlich Erfolg haben, könnten während 16 Jahren keine weiteren
F-35 beschafft werden.”

Lücken schliessen bei Armee und Bevölkerungsschutz. Das fordert auch unsere Regierungskonferenz RKMZF. Nebst
den materiellen Lücken vor allem bei den Bodentruppen ist die Alimentierung der Armee und des Zivilschutzes
dringend sicher zu stellen. Danke an SR Werner Salzmann, Präsident SiK SR für seinen Support und Einsatz zu
Gunsten der Sicherheit in unserem Land.
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ar.admin.ch
27.05.2022

Wettersondiersysteme
für die Luftwaffe und
Artillerie

Heute warmes und schönes Wetter mit wenig Wolken. Solche Wetterinformationen hören wir im Radio und diese
genügen, um eine Grillade zu planen. Die Armee benötigt aber weitaus genauere Informationen über die Luftmasse
und ihre Dichte, um zum Beispiel die Treffsicherheit der Artillerie oder Luftwaffe sicherzustellen.
(Vollständige Information abrufbar unter:
https://www.ar.admin.ch/de/dokumente-und-publikationen/armasuisse-insights/fb-fuehrungssysteme/clustermeteo/wettersondiersysteme.html)

vbs.admin.ch
27.05.2022

Richtig- und
Klarstellungen
von
Darko Savic Direkter
Kontakt 1.
Head of New Fighter
Aircraft section at
armasuisse

EIN MUST!
Sonntagszeitung Tamedia vom 22.05.2022: Schweiz droht happiger Preisaufschlag beim F-35A
Der gesamte Artikel der Sonntagszeitung und die Folgeartikel der Tamedia Gruppe gehen von einer Berechnung
aus, die von falschen Annahmen ausgeht und deshalb zu einer falschen Schlussfolgerung in Bezug auf den Stückpreis
des F-35A führt.
(Vollständige Richtig- und Klarstellung abrufbar unter:
https://www.vbs.admin.ch/de/aktuell/richtigstellungen.html#22-05-22-sonntagszeitung)

tagesanzeiger.ch
27.05.2022
16:57

Amherds Leute
dämpfen Hoffnungen
der Kampfjet-Gegner

Für die Initiative gegen die F-35 sind 100’000 Unterschriften beisammen. Doch es ist denkbar, dass sie erst in vier
Jahren an die Urne kommt.
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/amherds-leute-daempfen-hoffnungen-der-kampfjet-gegner754691155880?utm_source=sfmc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=TA_ED_9_ENG_EM_NL_XX_DERMORGEN_XX_202205-28&utm_term=2022-05-27&utm_content=2508364_)

stop-f35.ch
27.05.2022

100'000 Unterschriften
- jetzt noch die
Sicherheitsmarge

In den vergangenen 8 Monaten haben 100’000 Menschen ihren Unmut über die Beschaffung des F-35 kundgetan
und unsere Initiative unterschrieben! Doch leider reicht das noch nicht aus. Die ungültigen Unterschriften
mitgerechnet, müssen wir für das Zustandekommen der Initiative ca. 115’000 Unterschriften einreichen.
Da der Bundesrat nun frech und demokratiepolitisch fragwürdig die Offerte für den Kauf der Flieger ungeachtet des
Protests dagegen kaufen möchte, ist es umso wichtiger, dass wir laut und entschlossen Widerstand leisten und
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unsere Initiative möglichst bald einreichen! So kannst du mithelfen, damit das Schweizer Stimmvolk über den Kauf
dieser unbrauchbaren Jets abstimmen können.
nebelspalter.ch
26.05.2022

Aufrüstung: Wie ernst
ist es den Bürgerlichen?

SP, Grüne und Grünliberale wollen verhindern, dass die Armee mehr Geld bekommt. Sie könnten Erfolg haben.
Denn das innerbürgerliche Gekeife ist gross.
(Kostenpflichtiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.nebelspalter.ch/aufruestung-wie-ernst-ist-es-den-buergerlichen)

admin.ch
24.05.2022

Erfolgreiche
Rollversuche der
Aufklärungsdrohnen auf
der Piste in Emmen

Die ersten Rollversuche des Aufklärungsdrohnensystems 15 (ADS 15) auf der Piste des Militärflugplatz Emmen sind
erfolgreich verlaufen. Damit nimmt das Aufklärungsdrohnensystem 15 (ADS 15) eine weitere Hürde. Der Erstflug in
der Schweiz ist im Juni vorgesehen.
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter:
https://www.admin.ch/gov/de/start/dokumentation/medienmitteilungen.msg-id-88998.html)

Jyri Raitasalo
Docent (Finnish
National Defence
University
23.05.2022

Value of large
munitions inventories

blick.ch
22.05.2022

Kunstflugstaffel
Patrouille Suisse
Fliegende Nervensägen

Auch wir in der Schweiz sollten die folgende Aussage nie ausser Acht lassen!
9
”The war in Ukraine has shown the value of large munitions inventories, but munitions often don't compete well in
the budget process. They are not visible or operational in peacetime like a ship, a tank, or an aircraft, but sit in
secure shelters until needed.”
VBS-Chefin Viola Amherd will die Zukunft der Fliegerstaffel retten. Das muss nicht unbedingt sein, findet Reza Rafi.
(Vollständiger Kommentar von Reza Rafi abrufbar unter:
https://www.blick.ch/politik/kunstflugstaffel-patrouille-suisse-fliegende-nervensaegen-id17510891.html)
(Anmerkung Redaktion: Nicht der Qualität sondern der Vollständigkeit wegen aufgeführt!)

blick.ch
22.05.2022
01:17 Uhr

F-35-Beschaffung trotz
laufender
Untersuchung
Amherds Powerplay

Bundesrat und Bürgerliche forcieren den Kauf der neuen Kampfjets. Die Ergebnisse laufender Untersuchungen
werden gar nicht erst abgewartet.
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.blick.ch/schweiz/f-35-beschaffung-trotz-laufender-untersuchung-amherds-powerplay-id17511210.html)

bulletin-1.ch
Dr. Peter Forster
20.05.2022

BISS – Kenne Deinen
Gegner: “Panikkauf”!

Wie an dieser Stelle dargelegt, dürfen wir die Anti-F-35-Initiative nicht auf die leichte Schulter nehmen. Auch wenn
Aussicht besteht, dass die Schweiz den F-35-Vertrag spätestens im März 2023 unterzeichnet, bleibt Wachsamkeit
geboten: Wir müssen die Abstimmung gewinnen. Unsere Gegner rechnen offenbar mit einem Urnengang 2024 –
nach den eidg. Wahlen vom Oktober 2023, eventuell gemäss ihrer Sprachregelung bei “entspannter Weltlage”.
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://bulletin-1.ch/biss-kenne-deinen-gegner-panikkauf/)

blick.ch
20.05.2022
19:12

Wird die Patrouille
Suisse zum PropellerBallett?

Verteidigungsministerin Viola Amherd will die Kunstflugstaffel Patrouille Suisse retten – vielleicht indem die alten
Tiger-Jets durch Propellermaschinen ausgetauscht werden. Was das bedeuten würde, erklärt Luftwaffenchef Peter
Merz.
(Vollständiger Bericht abrufbar unter:
https://www.blick.ch/politik/luftwaffenchef-merz-zur-ungewissen-zukunft-tiger-jets-wird-die-patrouille-suisse-zum-propellerballett-id17508414.html)

svp.ch
20.05.2022

Medienmitteilung

Die Armee ist jetzt zu stärken
10
Links-Grün hat die Schweizer Armee in den vergangenen Jahren systematisch geschwächt. Angesichts der durch
den Ukraine-Krieg veränderten Sicherheitslage ist die finanzielle und personelle Aufstockung der Armee heute
dringend. Die SVP-Fraktion unterstützt einstimmig die «Armeebotschaft 2022 (22.005)» sowie die Motion Salzmann
«22.3034: Aufstockung des Armeebudgets und Erhöhung der Bestände».
In der Armeebotschaft beantragt der Bundesrat dem Parlament Verpflichtungskredite in der Höhe von insgesamt
9,3 Milliarden Franken. Diese umfassen auch die Beschaffung der Kampfflugzeuge F-35A und des bodengestützten
Luftverteidigungssystems Patriot sowie die damit verbundenen baulichen Massnahmen. Hinsichtlich des F-35A
spricht sich die SVP-Fraktion dafür aus, dass der Bundesrat die Kaufverträge sofort, spätestens aber bis zum Ablauf
der Offertenfrist am 31. März 2023 unterzeichnet.
Die Ausserdienststellung der Kampfflugzeuge Tiger F-5 lehnt die SVP-Fraktion hingegen klar ab: Die Tiger F-5
nehmen im Training als sogenannte Feinddarstellung sowie beim Luft-Luft-Schiessen eine wichtige Funktion wahr.
Sie können noch 20, 30 Jahre lang eingesetzt werden und sind im Vergleich zum F/A-18 kosteneffizient und günstig.

blick.ch
20.05.2022

Amherd will Patrouille
Suisse retten!

Erster Teil Interview: Der Bundesrat will die F-5-Tiger nicht mehr fliegen lassen. Doch Bundesrätin Viola Amherd
will die Patrouille Suisse retten. Im Talk mit Christian Dorer, dem Chefredaktor der Blick-Gruppe, erklärt sie, es

nzz.ch
19.05.2022

vbs.admin.ch
18.05.2022

-

werde nach «Alternativen für die Tiger-Jets» gesucht.

Amherd zur Vertragsunterzeichnung
Beschaffung F-35A
bis spätestens
31.03.2023

Zweiter Teil Interview: BR Viola Amherd erläutert den bundesrätlichen Entscheid die Verträge zur Beschaffung des
F-35A – unabhängig von der Eidg. Volksinitiative «Stop F-35» - bis spätestens zum Ablauf des Angebots am
31.03.2023 zu unterzeichnen.

Schluss mit dem
Dornröschenschlaf: Die
Armee muss wieder
verteidigungsfähig
werden

Der Ukraine-Krieg verdeutlicht, dass in der Schweizer Armee beträchtliche Fähigkeitslücken bestehen. Die Politik
muss rasch reagieren, zum Schutz der Neutralität, unseres Landes und seiner Bevölkerung.

Erfahrung, Freude und
Genugtuung
WEF 2022 – F-35

Nach der Corona-Pause findet das Jahrestreffen des World Economic Forum dieses Jahr wieder statt. Das
sicherheitspolitische Umfeld ist dabei so angespannt wie seit langem nicht. CUMINAIVEL hat mit dem
Kommandanten der Schweizer Luftwaffe, Divisionär Peter Merz, über den bevorstehenden Einsatz gesprochen.

(Vollständiges Interview mit BR Viola Amherd abrufbar unter:
https://www.blick.ch/politik/pruefen-alternative-zu-den-tiger-jets-amherd-will-patrouille-suisse-rettenid17505758.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-2022-05-20)

(Vollständiger registrierpflichtiger Gastkommentar von Aldo C. Schellenberg, Korpskommandant a. D., war Kommandant
Luftwaffe und ehemaliger Chef Kommando Operationen der Schweizer Armee. Abrufbar unter:
https://www.nzz.ch/meinung/der-sicherheitspolitische-dornroeschenschlaf-muss-ein-ende-finden-ld.1683667)

(Vollständiges Interview mit Divisdionär Peter Merz, Kdt Luftwaffe abrufbar unter:
https://www.vbs.admin.ch/de/home.detail.news.html/vtg-internet/miliz/2022/22-05/cuminaivel/05-18/22-05-18-divmerz.html)

eda.admin.ch
18.05.2022

Fragen und Antworten
zur Neutralität der
Schweiz

Der Bundesrat hat am 28. Februar 2022 beschlossen, sich den EU-Sanktionen gegen Russland anzuschliessen.
Fragen und Antworten zur Neutralität im Hinblick auf diesen Beschluss und auf die im Sommer erwartete
Veröffentlichung des Neutralitätsberichts durch das EDA.
Das EDA erstellt einen Neutralitätsbericht. Wann wird er erscheinen und was ist Zweck des Berichts?

Der Bericht soll im Sommer vom Bundesrat verabschiedet werden. Ziel des Berichts ist es, die Grundlage für eine
strukturierte politische Debatte zur Neutralität zu schaffen.
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter:
https://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/de/home/das-eda/aktuell/newsuebersicht/2022/03/neutralitaet.html)
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seniorweb.ch
Anton Schaller
15.05.2022

Replik Konrad Alder
Beitrag «Wir sind eine
Armee»

Der Beitrag von Anton Schaller zeugt von mangelnden Kenntnissen der aktuellen Verfassung und Soll/IstLeistungsfähigkeit unserer Armee. Von der uns anlässlich des WEA Plebiszits als einer der vier Kernpunkte
versprochenen vollständigen Ausrüstung der auf 100’000 Angehörige verkleinerten Armee sind wir kurz vor Ende
der WEA-Umsetzungsphase meilenweit entfernt. Nicht alle unsere 17 Infanterie Bataillone vollausgerüstet, eine
Mechanisierte Brigade 4 ohne Kampfpanzer und eine völlig unzureichende Munitionsbevorratung, wie z.B. bei der
auf einem modernen Gefechtsfeld entscheidenden Mehrzweckwaffe NLAW, sind nur drei Beispiele für diese
desaströse Situation. Geschuldet ist sie einer links/grünen, aber auch rechten Bundespolitik, die in den vergangenen
rund 20 Jahren zu Lasten einer glaubwürdigen, dissuasiven schweizerischen Sicherheitspolitik
«Friedensdividenden» in verantwortungsloser Höhe kassiert hat und damit nicht etwa Schulden abgebaut, sondern
zum grossen Teil «fragwürdige Konsumausgaben» getätigt hat.
Nun präsentiert uns ein von Russland völkerrechtswidrig vom Zaun gerissener Krieg – nicht allzu weit von unseren
Grenzen weg – gnadenlos mit einer Realität, die beim Wiederaufbau unserer Landesverteidigung – wie sie in unserer
BV als eine der Kernaufgaben unseres Staates verlangt wird – keinen weiteren Aufschub mehr erträgt.
Und was die gemäss Anton Schaller von den «engagierten Nationalrätinnen» geforderte Denkarbeit und präzise
Analysen anbelangt, so darf gesagt werden, dass dieser Prozess «rollend» bereits stattfindet und unsere Armee
selbstverständlich über eine detaillierte Beschaffungsliste verfügt. Diese leitet sich aus dem internen Zielbild 2030
und dem Armeedesign ab und schaut bis 20 Jahre in die Zukunft. Als Mitglieder der Sicherheitspolitischen
Kommission NR sollten diese Parlamentarierinnen darüber eigentlich bestens und umfassend informiert sein. Da es
ihnen aber aus parteiideologischen Gründen nicht um einen glaubwürdigen Sicherheitsverbund für Schutz, Rettung
und Verteidigung, sondern um die Abschaffung unserer Armee geht, gilt die parteipolitische Devise alle Geschäfte
des VBS – und seien sie noch so dringlich und zwingend – wie z.B. die Beschaffung des F-35A – zumindest zeitlich
ins Unendliche zu verzögern!
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Luft- und Marineluftstreitkräfte sowie strategische und weitere luftgestützte
Einsatzmittel

amc.af.mil
01.06.2022

USAF:
KC-46A approved to
refuel 97 percent of
Joint Force receivers

Gen. Mike Minihan, commander of Air Mobility Command, approved a seventh Interim Capability Release mission
set for the KC-46A Pegasus May 31, 2022, increasing the aircraft’s operational capability to support 97 percent of
the daily Joint Force air refueling demands. Less than one year after the KC-46A Pegasus was approved for its first
ICR, Minihan approved daily task-able operational use of the KC-46A to refuel the B-1B Lancer, C-135 variants, E-8
Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System, EC-130H Compass Call, F-35B/C Lightning II, KC-10 Extender and P-8
Poseidon aircraft during U.S. Transportation Command-tasked missions.
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.amc.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/3049404/kc-46a-approved-to-refuel-97-percent-of-joint-forcereceivers/)
(Systembeschrieb KC-46A abrufbar unter:
https://www.boeing.com/defense/kc-46a-pegasus-tanker/)

janes.com
01.06.2022

GBR/SWE/ITA:
Team Tempest prepares
for '10-year challenge'
to deliver capability in
2035

The UK industry and Ministry of Defence (MoD) partnership responsible for delivering the Future Combat Air System
(FCAS) – of which the Tempest future fighter is a part – is preparing for a critical phase of the programme, with a
senior official describing the task as “a 10-year challenge”. Speaking to Janes and other defence media at BAE
Systems' Warton site in late May, John Stocker, Business Development director FCAS, said that with the programme
having progressed well since being officially launched at the Farnborough International Airshow in 2018, Team
Tempest is preparing for the Outline Business Case 2 key gate to be signed off in 2024, ahead of the Full Business
Case following in 2025 to take the programme through to entry into service in 2035.

tass.com
01.06.2022
14:12

RUS:
Sukhoi, MiG merged
with United Aircraft
Corporation

Sukhoi and MiG companies merged with the United Aircraft Corporation (UAC), a member of the Rostec state
corporation, press service of UAC said on Wednesday. "Relevant records were made on June 1 in the United State
Register of Legal Entities," the press service said. The UAC Board of Directors approved the merger in November
2021 and shareholders of three companies supported it in January 2022, it added. "The implemented restructuring
ends an important stage in corporate transformation of UAC, which implies in particular the transition from the
three-tier to the two-tier governance system in the corporation. Sukhoi and MiG brands, strong and known
worldwide, will remain in produced aircraft and reputed designer schools will continue developing," Rostec CEO
Sergey Chemezov said in a comment.
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saab.com
01.06.2022

SWE:
Saab Receives Order for
Studies on Future
Fighter Aircraft
Development

Saab has received an order from the Swedish Defence Materiel Administration, FMV, relating to future fighter
aircraft development. The contract includes studies on future combat air capabilities. The study is preparatory in
nature and its purpose is to widen the work on how future combat air capabilities can be developed and realised.
The order value is approximately SEK 250 million.

reuters.com
31.05.2022
04:45 PM GMT+2

BRA:
Embraer still working
with 22 KC-390 orders
from Brazil Air Force

Brazil's Embraer SA is still working with a figure of 22 orders from the Brazilian Air Force for the KC-390 aircraft, its
head of Defense & Security said on Tuesday, after the country signaled it wanted to cut the orders to 15. This comes
after the Air Force in November said it would unilaterally cut its original 28-aircraft order to 15, but then reached a
deal with Embraer in February for 22 planes. "Today we have a 22-aircraft (order) and we are not doing any
movement that can represent any losses for the company or for the shareholders," he added.
Schneider also said that Embraer was in discussions with several countries about potential new orders, noting that
some of the nations were not even on the company's radar previously. He did not name the countries, but said the
company believes that the plane is the right product for India, for example. The executive added that Embraer is
also expecting good news on the Super Tucano light attack aircraft to come soon, but did not provide details.

eurasiantimes.com
30.05.2022

IND:
The New Jaguar MAX
Concept With AMCA
Light Years Away

The Jaguar fighter aircraft has been a dominant asset in Indian Air Force’s (IAF) fleet for decades. With the unveiling
of the Jaguar upgrade suite, designated as Jaguar MAX (Mothership for Augmented Xploitation), the fighter is being
kept relevant, even after 40 years since its induction. The plan to retire the aircraft, used only by the IAF, has been
put on hold. India has adopted the Jaguar fighter-bombers to deliver nuclear gravity bombs, making them an
essential part of its nuclear triad. It has also purchased two simulators from Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL)
for this fighter jet. The IAF had decided to retire the fighter jet starting in 2023. However, the Aero Show 2019
showcased the Jaguar upgrade suite, hinting that there might still be some time before the IAF could finally bid
farewell to this fighter.
The Jaguar MAX includes an Elta EL/M-2052 Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radar, an AESA-based wideband jammer, a combined interrogator transponder, a flight management system, a configurable cockpit with a
larger area display, a voice command system, a helmet-mounted display, an L-band datalink for long-range missions,
a GAGAN/GPS/GLONASS-aided INS (with IRN (optional), as noted by Janes.
(Vollständiger Report abrufbar unter:
https://eurasiantimes.com/indian-fighter-pilot-explains-the-new-jaguar-max-concept-with-amca/)
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eurasiantimes.com
29.05.2022

IND:
1st Batch Of LCA
Tejas For Indian Air
Force Had “28
Concessions”

“The first batch of LCA Tejas was handed over to IAF after Indian Air Force was ‘forced’ to grant (rather accept) 28
concessions to HAL. It may be of interest to mention that PAF (Pakistan Air Force) and PLAAF (Chinese Air Force)
pilots are unlikely to grant any concessions to IAF pilots flying the Tejas involved in air combat with JF-17s or
J-20s.”
• The current LCA variant flying in operational IAF Squadrons is yet to obtain a Full Operational Clearance
Certificate (FOC).
• Current LCA is equipped with a US aero-engine.
• 83 LCAs ordered by IAF ‘might’ be delivered by 2030.
• Since India does not produce any PGM, smart weapons, or AAMs, matching imported weapons with the
LCA platform will be an uphill task.
• There is no ‘known’ integral ECM/ECCM suite in LCA.
• The first lot of LCA was handed over to IAF after IAF was ‘FORCED’ to grant (rather accept) 28 concessions
to HAL. It may be of interest to mention that PAF and PLAAF pilots are unlikely to grant any concessions to
IAF pilots flying LCA involved in air combat with JF-17s or J-20s.
• India is unlikely to have an indigenous aero-engine by 2030, even if the French contract is signed in the near
future.
• The utilization of the LCA fleet, therefore, will remain a question mark.
• Naval Variant LCA program has been shelved?
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://eurasiantimes.com/1st-batch-of-lca-tejas-for-indian-air-force-had-28-concessions/)

tusas.com
25.05.2022

TUR:
TF-X program

In order to meet Turkish Air Force (TurAF) requirements beyond 2030s, an indigenous design and development
program aims to replace the aging F-16 fleet of TurAF. Within the scope of TF-X Program, Turkey will become one
of the few countries to possess the necessary technologies, engineering infrastructure and production capabilities.
Once the engineering activities on all the critical technologies are accomplished (e.g. increased situational
awareness, sensor fusion, low observability, weapon bay, …etc), which are needed by a 5th generation (or beyond)
jet fighter aircraft.
(Vollständiger Projektbericht abrufbar unter:
https://www.tusas.com/en/products/new-projects/original-development/tf)

timesofisrael.com
25.05.2022

ISR:

No prime minister has ever flown on Israel’s version of Air Force One — and it is now unclear if any Israeli leader
ever will. On Wednesday, the Defense Ministry announced that it is placing the Boeing 767 in storage just months
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Israel’s Air Force One
being mothballed
before even making
first operational flight

after the plane received final approval for takeoff. In a statement, the ministry said that in the coming days the
plane will be moved from the Israel Aerospace Industries hangar at Ben-Gurion International Airport to the Nevatim
air force base in southern Israel, where a special area has been built to house it. “The plane will be stored on-site
while being maintained until a decision is made about how it will be used in the future,” the ministry said.
The approximately NIS 750 million ($241 million) project, dubbed “Wing of Zion,” took years to outfit and was
intended to be used by Israeli heads of state for official business. But neither Prime Minister Naftali Bennett nor
President Isaac Herzog has touched the plane, which was commissioned under, and closely associated with, former
premier and current opposition leader Benjamin Netanyahu. In a scathing report released earlier this year, State
Comptroller Matanyahu Englman said the cost of an average flight aboard the new plane would be close to double
that of chartering a private jet for official business. Englman also criticized the demand for a plane that could hold
100-120 people, despite the average flight by a prime minister containing only 61 people.
Nevertheless, Englman said the new plane is “a clear improvement over the previous situation… in the level of
security, including defense of the plane and information security.” Others have noted that the predicted costs of
future flights stated by the comptroller include the already sunk costs in its creation. The 20-year-old 767 Boeing
plane, which underwent significant renovations, includes a private office for the prime minister, a bedroom with a
bathroom and shower, a fully stocked kitchen, a meeting room and even a “war room.”

romaniainsider.com
25.05.2022
12:56 PM GMT+2

ROU:
Romania puts in service
its MIG-21 fighter jets
for another year

"Based on the decision of the Supreme Council of National Defense for the approval of the memorandum on
decommissioning the MiG-21 LanceR aircraft and for the accelerated replacement with F-16 aircraft, the flight
activities involving MiG-21 LanceR aircraft were resumed starting with Monday, May 23, for approximately one
year," the Ministry of Defense announced on May 24. After this date, these aircraft will be removed from the service
of the Romanian Air Force.
(Ergänzende Information reuters.com vom 25.05.2022: Romania will speed up a planned purchase of second-hand F-16s from
Norway. Romania has a small fleet of F-16 fighter jets acquired from Portugal and is in the process of buying an additional 32
F-16 jets from Norway, which will give it an additional two air squadrons.)
(Ergänzende Information flightglobal.com vom 26.05.2022: Kongsberg Aviation Maintenance Services has been awarded a
contract by the Norwegian Defence Materiel Agency (NDMA) “to overhaul and make ready for sale an additional batch of [exRoyal Norwegian Air Force Lockheed Martin] F-16 aircraft”. Announcing the deal on 24 May as worth NKr200 million ($20.9
million), Kongsberg says the NDMA “has entered into a contract with Draken International for the sale of up to 12 former
Norwegian F-16s and is in the process of completing the sale of another 32 aircraft to Romania”. Norway in January 2022
ended 42 years of operations with its F-16s. Cirium fleets data records 55 examples as being in storage or retired, including 45
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single-seat As and 10 B-model trainers. Oslo’s frontline fighter capability is now provided via its ongoing acquisition of
Lockheed F-35As. Cirium records 34 of the type as in active service for the nation, with six more on firm order and another 12
listed as options.)

reuters.com
24.05.2022

QAT:
British advisor says
Typhoon jets to be
delivered to Qatar in
August

An advisor for the British defence ministry, Air Marshal Martin Elliot Sampson, told Qatar's state news agency (QNA)
on Monday that the first delivery of typhoon jets will be delivered to Qatar in August. In 2017, BAE Systems and
Qatar entered into a contract valued at around 5 billion pounds ($6.7 billion) for the country to buy 24 Typhoon
combat aircraft. The British defence group had said delivery was expected in late 2022.

airforcetechnology.com
24.05.2022

BRA:
Brazil to further reduce
Embraer KC-390 order
to 15 aircraft

The Brazilian Air Force has reportedly decided to decrease its Embraer KC-390 military transport aircraft order from
22 to 15 units. The original order, signed in 2014, included a total of 28 KC-390 military transport aircraft. The first
aircraft was handed over to the Brazilian Air Force in September 2019. Meanwhile, the air force did not immediately
revert to a request for comment, the report added.

eurasiantimes.com
24.05.2022

CHN:
J-20 Stealth Jets:
Chinese Pilot Reveals
How PLAAF Uses J-10
To Train Pilots In
Making The Transition
To J-20 Aircraft

Chen Liu, a pilot of China’s fifth-generation J-20 fighter plane, was recently interviewed by CCTV, China’s state-run
media. Chen is regarded as one of the PLA Air Force’s finest fighter pilots and also one of the few in China who has
flown J-10, J-16, and J-20 fighter jets. In a conversation with a reporter, the Chinese fighter pilot talked about the J20 stealth fighter jet and his experience flying it. The J-20 fighter jet is China’s finest aircraft and is regularly
compared to the US F-35 Lightning II and F-22 Raptor.
He explains that the avionics of the J-20 fighter jet is much simpler to operate compared to J-10C and J-16 fighters.
Chen further says that the J-20 fighter jet gathers a vast amount of data, which is then processed before being
relayed to the pilot. While the Chinese fighter pilot stated that he had no problems when he first began flying the
J-20, he mentioned that the aircraft is difficult to master because of its sophisticated weapon system. The weapon
system of the J-20 fighter is considerably different from that of fourth-generation fighters like the J-16 and J-10C. It
is common for stealth aircraft to conceal weaponry and fuel in internal compartments within the fuselage. The J-20
has three such bays. There are two for smaller air-to-air missiles and one for larger air-to-air, anti-ship, and air-toground missiles. The massive internal weapons bay can now hold at least four long-range air-to-air missiles. The PL15 serves as the aircraft’s long-range missile. This missile has a range of approximately 200 kilometers and can reach
speeds of up to Mach 4. External hardpoints have allowed the J-20 to carry four more missiles. The J-20 is a singleseat, multirole stealth fighter aircraft built by China’s state-owned Chengdu Aircraft Industry Group (CAIG). This
warplane was intended to carry out ground attack missions even in hostile environments.
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The aircraft also has a low jet engine intake, a modern fly-by-wire (FBW) system, canard delta configuration, and
diverterless supersonic inlet (DSI) alongside V-shaped tail and tail fins. A bubble-shaped canopy on the J-20 encases
a glass cockpit. Two liquid crystal displays (LCD) and a head-up display are installed in the cockpit. The aircraft can
be controlled using the traditional HOTAS (hands-on throttle and stick) system.
Russian-made engines have been used to power Chinese jets. But, Beijing has long desired to develop its engine
and attain greater flexibility, therefore avoiding the constraints imposed by Russian engines. As previously reported
by the EurAsian Times, the J-20 entered mass production after the Russian engine was replaced with a domestically
made WS-10 last year.
eurasiantimes.com
24.05.2022

economictimes.
indiatimes.com
23.05.2022 08:37
PM IST

CHN:
The People’s Liberation
Army Air Force is also
exploring mannedunmanned pairing with
its J-20 fifth-generation
stealth fighter jet

US F-18 fighters in India
to demonstrate
operational capability

Amid the heat-up in the Indo-Pacific, China had also deployed this stealth fighter jet for training missions in the
South China Sea, allowing the advanced warplane to better secure China’s airspace security and maritime interests.
The People’s Liberation Army Air Force is also exploring manned-unmanned pairing with its J-20 fifth-generation
stealth fighter jet, the Chinese government-backed Global Times newspaper reported earlier this year. According
to the Global Times, the loyal wingman concept could be effective in the twin-seat variant of the J-20 since a second
crew member could manage the drones while the pilot flew the plane. “Combat data from the second seat could
be gathered, analyzed, and used to train artificial intelligence, which could eventually replace the second pilot,” the
Global Times report added. The J-20 might also become capable of autonomous flying, according to the report, and
it could even undertake coordinated operations with drones in warfare by leading or directing a drone swarm. It is
unknown how sophisticated the PLA Air Force is with this type of technology. However, it would certainly be a force
multiplier and a significant advantage as an offensive force.
Two Boeing F/A-18E Super Hornet fighter aircraft have arrived in India to showcase their operational capability at a
naval facility in Goa as the Indian Navy plans to acquire a fleet of combat jets for its indigenous aircraft carrier (IAC)
Vikrant, people familiar with the development said. The demonstration by the aircraft will start this week at the
shore-based test facility (SBTF) at INS Hansa, the naval air station in Goa, they said. In January, the Indian Navy
carried out flight trials of the Rafale maritime fighter aircraft.
The Indian Navy plans to procure a batch of fighter jets for IAC Vikrant that is likely to be commissioned in August.
Over four years back, the Indian Navy had initiated the process to acquire 57 multi-role combat aircraft for its
aircraft carrier. Four planes were in contention for the deal which included Rafale (Dassault, France), F-18 Super
Hornet (Boeing, US), MIG-29K (Russia) and Gripen (Saab, Sweden). At present, the Indian Navy operates Russianorigin MiG-29K fighters from its sole aircraft carrier INS Vikramaditya.
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airforcemag.com
20.05.2022

USAF:
B-21 Raider First Flight
Now Postponed to 2023

Without explanation, the Air Force now says the first B-21 bomber will not make its first flight until 2023, pushing
back at least six months from the previously expected timetable. The B-21 “remains within its acquisition program
baseline for cost, schedule, and performance established at Milestone B award, which was based on an independent
government estimate for the program,” the spokeswoman said. Air Force and industry sources say the service likely
will still roll out the first B-21 in calendar 2022, because the aircraft will have to venture outside Northrop
Grumman’s Palmdale, Calif., plant for engine and other testing. Lt. Gen. David S. Nahom told the House Armed
Services Committee May 19 the service is eyeing as many as 145 B-21s, but a full acquisition strategy has not yet
been determined; it awaits the completion of engineering and manufacturing development. Since contract award,
the Air Force has said the B-21 will be a “available” for combat use in the “mid-2020s.”

flightglobal.com
20.05.2022

USMC:
Second US F-35
squadron in Japan
reaches full operational
capability

The United States Marine Corps (USMC) says its second squadron of the fifth-generation stealth fighters based in
Iwakuni, Japan is now at full operational capability (FOC). The USMC flies the short take-off and vertical landing
(STOVL) “B” variant of the F-35 from the Japanese base. The USMC is currently replacing its fleet of McDonnell
Douglas F/A-18 Hornet fighters, McDonnell Douglas AV-8B Harrier II jump jets and Northrop Grumman EA-6B
Prowler electronic warfare aircraft with F-35B and C variants. The F-35C is designed to operate from the US Navy’s
fleet of aircraft carriers.
The Iwakuni air base on Japan’s main island of Honshu was the site of the first forward-based American F-35s, which
began arriving in 2017. The installation is now the only location in the Indo-Pacific region to host two permanently
based F-35B squadrons, according to the USMC.
The milestone marks the continued integration of defence strategy between the USA and Japan, particularly when
it comes to the F-35. In 2021, a USMC pilot with VFMA-242 landed an F-35B aboard the Japanese light aircraft carrier
Izumo. It was the first time since World War II anyone had landed a fixed-wing aircraft aboard a Japanese carrier.
The Government of Japan also plans to purchase as many as 105 F-35s for its own forces. Sales of 63 conventional
take-off and landing F-35A variants and 42 of the STOVL variant are in the works.

tasnimnews.com
19.05.2022
13:58

IRN:
Iran Unveils Light
Military Transport
Aircraft

The Iranian Defense Ministry on Thursday unveiled a homegrown light military transport aircraft named ‘Simorgh’.
The military plane was unveiled at the Iran Aircraft Manufacturing Industries Corporation in the central city of
Isfahan during a ceremony attended by Defense Minister Brigadier General Mohammad Reza Ashtiani. He noted
that all ground and aerial tests of Simorgh have been carried out inside the country, saying the avionics, propulsion
system, new compartments and maneuverability of the new transport plane are incomparable with those of the
aircraft of the same generation. Production of Simorgh has prepared the ground for designing and manufacturing
more advanced aircraft in Iran, the minister added.
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On the distinguishing features of the aircraft, the general pointed to its light weight, good payload capacity and
radius of action, compatibility with Iran’s climate, ability to take off and land on short as well as dirt runways, and
its agility that makes it a suitable option as an air ambulance or rescue plane.
af.mil
19.05.2022

USAF:
Eielson AFB celebrates
F-35 beddown
completion

The 354th Fighter Wing celebrated the arrival of its final F-35A Lightning II aircraft and the subsequent completion
of its fleet with a ceremony, May 13. The arrival of the wing’s final jet on April 15 marked the end of a two-year
beddown process that yielded two operational fighter squadrons comprised of 54 permanently assigned, combatcoded F-35A aircraft.
(Ergänzende Information flightglobal.com vom 20.05.2022: US Marine Corps Fighter Attack Squadron 242 in
Iwakuni, Japan was declared operational with 32 F-35Bs, the second such squadron based in that country.
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Hubschrauber und Kipprotor-Flugzeuge

janes.com
01.06.2022

CAN:
Canada to extend
Griffon helicopters

Canada is to extend the service life of its Bell CH-146 Griffon fleet, with a nearly CAD800 million (USD632 million)
upgrade of 85 helicopters announced on 31 May. The Griffon Limited Life Extension project will see the Royal
Canadian Air Force (RCAF) medium-twin helicopters refurbished and modernised to keep them in service until at
least the mid-2030s, the government said. The Griffon is a military variant of the civil 412EP helicopter.

boeing.com
01.06.2022

DEU:
Boeing Statement on
Germany’s STH HeavyLift Helicopter Program

The German Government today announced that Boeing’s CH-47F Chinook has been selected for its heavy-lift
helicopter requirements (STH) for the German Bundeswehr. “Boeing is honored the German government has
selected the CH-47F Chinook for its STH heavy-lift helicopter requirements. With the Chinook, Germany will operate
the most affordable, proven and NATO interoperable heavy-lift helicopter. We look forward to working with the
U.S. and German governments to finalize this sale under the Foreign Military Sales process. Together with our
Chinook Deutschland Team --- AERO-Bildung, Airbus Helicopters, CAE, ESG, Honeywell, Lufthansa Technik and RollsRoyce Deutschland --- we are committed to delivering maximum operational availability to the German Bundeswehr
for decades to come.”

(Ergänzende Information flightglobal.com vom 01.06.2022: Germany intends to acquire 60 Boeing CH-47 Chinooks for a longrunning effort to replace the elderly Sikorsky CH-53G helicopters operated by its air force. Germany currently operates a total
of 80 CH-53G/GA/GS helicopters delivered in the early 1970s, according to Cirium fleets data.)
(Ergänzende Information defensenews.com vom 01.06.2022: The CH-47F Block 2 “Standard Range” variant aircraft are
refuelable during flight, a key requirement for the German armed forces, the statement said.)

defense.gov
31.05.2022

USN/USMC:
CH-53K Heavy Lift
Aircraft

Sikorsky Aircraft Corp. is awarded an $185,694,050 fixed-price incentive firm modification P00010 to a previously
awarded contract (N0001920C0047). This modification adds scope to procurement and delivery of two unfunded
priority list CH-53K Heavy Lift Aircraft under low rate initial production Lot six. Work is expected to be completed in
December 2025.

pna.gov.ph
31.05.2022
10:00 AM

PHL:
2 Turkish-made attack
helicopters now mission
capable

The two Turkish-made T129 "Atak" attack helicopters delivered to the country last March are now "fully mission
capable", the Philippine Air Force (PAF) said Tuesday. The two helicopters were declared "fully mission capable"
shortly after the Sanay Tudla 2 exercises, held from May 16 to 24 at the Col. Ernesto Rabina Air Base in Capas, Tarlac,
were concluded. The T129s are assigned to the PAF's 15th Strike Wing based at the Major Danilo Atienza Air Base
in Sangley Point, Cavite City. The first two T129s, out of the six ordered from the Turkish Aerospace Industries,
arrived in Clark Air Base, Pampanga last March 9.

dsca.mil
26.05.2022

EGY:
CH-47F Chinook
helicopters

The State Department has made a determination approving a possible Foreign Military Sale to the Government of
Egypt of CH-47F Chinook Helicopters and related equipment for an estimated cost of $2.6 billion. The Government
of Egypt has requested to buy among others twenty-three (23) CH-47F Chinook helicopters; fifty-six (56) T-55-GA714A engines (46 installed, 10 spares); fifty-two (52) Embedded Global Positioning System (GPS) Inertial Navigation
Systems (INS) (EGI) (46 installed, 6 spares); twenty-nine (29) AN/AAR-57 Common Missile Warning Systems (CMWS)
(23 installed, 6 spares); and seventy-five (75) M-240 machine guns (69 installed, 6 spares). Also included is Common
Missile Warning System (CMWS) classified software; AN/APR-39 Radar Warning Receivers (RWR); AN/AVR-2B Laser
Detecting Sets (LDS); High Frequency (HF) radios; Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE) (including 25.4mm decoy
cartridges, impulse cartridges for cable cutters and aircraft cartridges); AN/ARN-147 Very High Frequency (VHF)
Omni Directional Radio Range/Instrument Landing System (VOR/ILS) receivers; AN/ARN-153 Tactical Airborne
Navigation System (TACAN) radios; AN/APN-209 radar altimeters, AN/AVS-6 Night Vision Devices (NVD) and
7.62mm ammunition;

northropgrumman.
com

USN:

Northrop Grumman Corporation’s MQ-8C Fire Scout, the U.S. Navy’s autonomous, runway-independent helicopter
system, made its second operational deployment, and first deployment to the Indo-Pacific Area of Responsibility
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23.05.2022

US Navy Deploys MQ8C Fire Scout to IndoPacific

aboard USS Jackson (LCS-6) providing military commanders greater maritime intelligence, surveillance,
reconnaissance and targeting (ISR&T) capability.
MQ-8C Fire Scout continues to deploy on littoral combat ships with future deployments planned on Constellationclass guided-missile frigates and operations from shore sites under the Expeditionary Advance Base Operations
concept, including potential logistics cargo role. Other potential future roles for the MQ-8C include mine
countermeasures and anti-submarine warfare. In addition to providing critical decision-making, MQ-8C Fire Scout
is supporting advanced capabilities including demonstrating manned-unmanned teaming (MUMT), enabling sensor
information sharing across a distributed force, further increasing survivability, reducing risk to and burden on
manned aircraft, and enhancing weapons capacity. Fire Scout is furthering the successful integration of unmanned
platforms and manned assets at sea.

Unbemannte Luftfahrzeuge (UAV) und Robotik
janes.com
30.05.2022

RUS:
Russian Okhotnik UCAV
conducts first PGM
launches

Russia's Sukhoi S-70B Okhotnik (Hunter) unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) has conducted its first test launch
of precision-guided munitions (PGMs) against ground targets, state media reported on 28 May. Citing an unnamed
source, RIA Novosti said that air-to-surface missiles developed for the manned Sukhoi Su-57 (NATO reporting name
‘Felon‘) fifth-generation combat aircraft were fired by the S-70B during the trial. Although not identified in the
report, it is likely that the missile was the Kh-59MK2 standoff cruise missile, which is a development of the Kh-59series heavy tactical missile that entered service in the early 1980s.
(Datasheet Kh-59MK2 abrufbar unter:
http://eng.ktrv.ru/production/military_production/multipurpose_missiles/aircraft_guided_missile_kh-59mk2.html)

jpost.com
28.05.2022
14:48

IRN:
Iran shows off
underground drone

The Iranian army has given some details - but not the exact location - of an underground base for its military drones,
state media reported on Saturday, amid simmering tensions in the Gulf. State TV said 100 drones were being kept
in the heart of the Zagros mountains, including Ababil-5, which it said were fitted with Qaem-9 missiles, an Iranianmade version of air-to-surface US Hellfire. The Iranian state TV correspondent said he had made the 45-minute
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base, but not its
location

helicopter flight on Thursday from Kermanshah in western Iran to a secret underground drone site. He was allowed
to take blindfolds off only upon arrival at the base, he said. TV footage showed rows of drones fitted with missiles
in a tunnel, which it said was several hundred meters underground.
(Ergänzende Information timesofisrael.com vom 28.05.2022 05.04 PM: The semi-official Mehr news agency said a cruise
missile — named Heidar-1 — was also unveiled by the army. The agency said it was the first cruise missile capable of being
fired from a drone.)
(Ergänzende Information jpost.com vom 29.05.2022 19:18 Why is Iran showing off a 'secret' drone base? – analysis abrufbar
unter:
https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/iran-news/article-707997)

dailysabah.com
27.05.2022
02:49 PM GMT+3

flightglobal.com
26.05.2022

TUR:
Aselsan to ramp up
drone electro-optics
output, unveil upgraded
versions

Airbus Helicopters lays
out roadmap for
VSR700 development

Prominent Turkish defense contractor Aselsan will increase the production capacity of its high-performance electrooptical reconnaissance, surveillance and targeting system that has been equipping the country’s drones, its general
manager said Friday. The company’s engineers are also working on an upgraded version of the Common Aperture
Targeting System (CATS), which will be soon ready for use. Dubbed the “eye” of the indigenous unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV), CATS is designed for fixed-wing and rotary-wing airborne platforms, including unmanned air systems
(UASs), helicopters and aircraft. The country’s drones were previously using electro-optic systems purchased from
abroad but embargos led local defense industry firms to develop the equipment at home. CATS can serve in high
altitude and difficult weather conditions, a reconnaissance surveillance system that can perform thermal imaging,
laser marking and tracking the target day and night. The system was put to use in 2020 for the first time and 40 of
them have been delivered so far, the official said. The mass production continues. They have reached a level where
we can produce six units per month, we are trying to increase this to 10.
Airbus Helicopters is already planning armed and cargo versions of the VSR700 unmanned surveillance rotorcraft it
is developing for the French navy under the service’s SDAM programme. At present, the SDAM effort is focused on
the development of an intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition and reconnaissance (ISTAR) platform that is
capable of operating autonomously from naval vessels.
Two fully mission-capable prototypes have been ordered by the French DGA defence procurement agency, with the
first example performing its maiden sortie in 2019 and having so far undertaken envelope expansion work, including
speeds of up to 80kt (148km/h). The second aircraft is currently in final assembly and should fly by year-end. A
second round of sea demonstrations with the first prototype should start in September. That should usher in a
three-year period of “functional and maturity development”, to be contracted this year, culminating in 2025 with
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trials aboard a French navy warship. Serial development tentatively runs from late 2025 leading to service entry in
2028.
Nicolas Delmas, head of the VSR700 programme sees France as having a requirement for around 20-30 VSR700
systems, but thinks there are also export opportunities.
defbrief.com
25.05.2022

THA:
Thailand receives first
RQ-21A Blackjack UAS
from the US

The United States has handed over the first RQ-21A unmanned aircraft system (UAS) to the Royal Thai Navy in a
ceremony in Bangkok. Built by Boeing-Insitu, the RQ-21A Blackjack is an unmanned and unarmed aircraft system
designed for maritime intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance. With a range of 50 nautical miles, a speed of
60 nautical miles per hour, and an endurance of 16 hours, the RQ-21A Blackjack will enhance Thailand’s maritime
security capabilities for search and rescue operations, and drug and human trafficking interdiction. It will also
advance the interoperability of our navies. Funded via the Indo-Pacific Maritime Security Initiative (MSI), the Royal
Thai Navy program includes five aircraft, two ground control stations, launch and recovery equipment, and inresidence training in the United States.
Blackjack provides day and night intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) coverage, target acquisition,
and communication relay via a dedicated airborne sensor system. In addition to the US armed forces, and now
Thailand, Blackjack is in service with the Royal Canadian Navy, the Royal Netherlands Army, and the Polish Land
Forces.

janes.com
23.05.2022

AUS:
Australia to acquire 10
MQ-28A Ghost Bats

The Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) will acquire 10 MQ-28A Ghost Bat autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles,
following additional funding by the government. The programme is set to receive an additional investment of
AUD454 million (USD319.6 million), as announced by Australia's Liberal Party on 15 May. The Australian Department
of Defence (DoD) told Janes that the previous phase of the programme had contracted for three Ghost Bats for the
RAAF under the Loyal Wingman-Advanced Development Programme. “The funding recently announced by the
Australian government provides for a further seven MQ-28A for the Royal Australian Air Force, leading to a total of
ten MQ-28A Ghost Bats owned by the RAAF,” the DoD said.

asiatimes.com
23.05.2022

USA/TWN:
Drone swarms may be
key to defending
Taiwan

The US Air Force has conducted simulations in cooperation with think tanks that reportedly showed the
effectiveness of drone swarms in defending Taiwan against a possible Chinese invasion. David Ochmanek, a defense
researcher at the RAND Corporation think tank, highlighted in an online discussion last week the short time window
in which US and allied forces must respond in event of a Chinese invasion of Taiwan. “US and allied forces may have
as few as a week to 10 days to either defeat this invasion or accept the fait accompli,” he said. Ochmanek mentioned
that simulations conducted in 2020 with the Air Force’s Warfighting Integration Capability (AFWIC) office and RAND
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have shown that drone swarms using a distributed “mesh” laser data-sharing network were essential in securing a
US victory.
This employs line-of-sight lasers to transmit and receive data between drones that effectively make the swarm
autonomous, sharing flight and targeting data instantaneously and constantly between individual drones. This may
defeat anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) capabilities that China may deploy to deter or defeat a US intervention.
These include ballistic and cruise missiles, anti-satellite weapons, dense integrated air defense networks and
capable 5th-generation combat aircraft.
Ochmanek described several ways that drone swarms could turn the tide in favor of the US and Taiwan, noting that
they could be deployed together with stealthy manned platforms such as the F-35 and F-22 to hit Chinese warships,
aircraft and missile batteries.
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://asiatimes.com/2022/05/drone-swarms-may-be-key-to-defendingtaiwan/?mc_cid=d2a391a380&mc_eid=c14b018f66)

dailysabah.com
22.05.2022
02:00 PM GMT+3

TUR:
Turkish combat drone
Akıncı reaches
Azerbaijan in unseen
flight

In a new milestone, Turkey’s most advanced and sophisticated drone has conducted an unprecedented flight that
saw it departing from northwestern Turkey and landing in Azerbaijan. Two Akıncı drones took off from northwestern
Tekirdağ’s Çorlu district on Saturday, one in the morning and the other in the afternoon hours, and traveled through
Turkey and Georgia before they landed at Heydar Aliyev International Airport in Baku, the developer, Baykar, said.
Covering a distance of around 2,000 kilometers, the UCAVs thus completed a five-hour flight as they traveled
through three countries, a first in Turkish aviation history. Along with other cutting-edge defense and technology
products developed by Turkish companies, Akıncı will meet aerospace and tech enthusiasts in Baku during the
Teknofest that will be held from May 26 through May 29.
Six Akıncı drones have entered the inventory so far and have been actively used by the Turkish Armed Forces (TSK).
They had joined their first major operation ever last month as Turkey launched a military offensive against the PKK
terrorist targets in northern Iraq. Akıncı is longer and wider than the Bayraktar TB2 and can perform strategic tasks.
It has a 20-meter (65-foot) wingspan with its unique twisted-wing structure and is equipped with fully automatic
flight control and a triple-redundant autopilot system. It can carry various weaponry, including a range of missiles
such as Smart Micro Munitions (MAM-L) developed by prominent Turkish contractor Roketsan. It can be equipped
with the locally produced active electronically scanned array (AESA) radar and air-to-air missiles Gökdoğan (Merlin)
and Bozdoğan (Peregrine). It is also able to launch several other types of locally made munitions, such as the
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Roketsan-built Stand-Off Missile (SOM), a long-range air-to-surface cruise missile that can hit targets up to 150 miles
(240 kilometers) away. Baykar says the Akıncı can attack targets both in the air and on the ground. It can also operate
alongside fighter jets and fly higher and stay in the air longer than Turkey’s existing drones. Akıncı, late last month,
conducted the first live firing at a sea target in a test that saw it hit an aim using a TEBER MK-82 guidance kit. It was
said to have hit the target after a Bayraktar TB2 performed the laser designation on the target. Akıncı reportedly
dropped an MK-82 bomb from an altitude of 20,000 feet onto a floating target.
Baykar has also completed an export deal for the Akıncı with two countries. According to the company, deliveries
are aimed to be made periodically starting from 2023.
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IND:
First order for
indigenous air to air
missiles placed

India has placed its first order for indigenous air to air missiles, in a move that will cut dependency on Russia for
munitions and give the bulk of its fighter jets a combat edge that was missing during the Balakot air engagements
with Pakistan. The order worth Rs 2,971 crore for ASTRA MK-I Beyond Visual Range (BVR) Air to Air Missile (AAM)
was signed with Bharat Dynamics Limited for an undisclosed number of missiles. These will be fitted onboard
SU-30 MKI fighter jets of the Indian Air Force as well as the naval MiG 29K/KUB carrier borne combat aircraft.
Developed by Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), Astra MK1 out ranges the current set of
Russian origin air to air missiles being used by the air force that were found wanting during an aerial faceoff in the
aftermath of the Balakot air strikes in 2019. The DRDO developed missile has a range of over 100 km, giving the air
force extended time to take on threats from across the border. These missiles are set to progressively replace all
Russian imports of long range air to air missiles in the future and further variants are being developed that will take
its target range to beyond 200 km.
Besides, the Astra will be integrated onboard the Tejas Light Combat Aircraft Mk1A that is currently under
production by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited as well as future indigenous fighter jets. It is however unlikely to be
integrated with Rafale fighter jets in the immediate future due to technical reasons.

defbrief.com
30.05.2022

Airbus launches SPIKE
ER2 missile from
H145M for the first
time in Romania

Airbus recently achieved a first for its H145M helicopter by test-launching a SPIKE ER2 (extended range) rocket
during the “H-145M Firing Demo Days Romania” at the Cincu test site in Romania. According to footage from the
event, the missile was fired from a German H145M. The aim of the event was to review the effects of modern SPIKE
ER2 anti-tank missiles, which have a range of between 10 and 16 kilometers.
The production of an improved version of the helicopter for delivery to the Republic of Serbia is underway, with a
new more modern rotor that enables improved maneuverability and higher payload, as well as the improved
H-Force weapon system.

dsca.mil
26.05.2022

defense.gov
23.05.2022

NLD.
AIM-9X Block II missiles

USN:
AIM-9X Sidewinder

The State Department has made a determination approving a possible Foreign Military Sale to the Government of
the Netherlands of AIM-9X Block II Missiles and related equipment for an estimated cost of $117 million. The
Government of the Netherlands has requested to buy seventy-two (72) AIM-9X Block II Tactical Missiles; and fortythree (43) AIM-9X Block II+ Tactical Missiles that will be added to a previously implemented case. The original FMS
case, valued at $16.8 million, included twenty-three (23) AIM-9X Block II Tactical Missiles. The Netherlands has also
requested a new FMS case for twenty-two (22) AIM-9X Block II Tactical Missiles; forty-three (43) AIM-9X Block II+
Tactical Missiles; and one (1) AIM-9X Block II+ Tactical Guidance Unit. Therefore, this notification is for a total of
ninety-five (95) AIM-9X Block II Tactical Missiles; forty-three (43) AIM-9X Block II+ Tactical Missiles and one (1) AIM9X Block II+ Tactical Guidance Unit.
Raytheon Missile and Defense is awarded a $98,379,091 firm-fixed-price, cost-plus-fixed-fee modification (P00011)
to a previously awarded indefinite-delivery/indefinite-quantity contract (N0001919D0023). This modification adds
scope and increases the ceiling for ongoing integrated logistics support and repairs for the sustainment of the AIM9X Block I, Block II, and Block II+ missiles for the Navy, Air Force, and Foreign Military Sales customers. Work is
expected to be completed in May 2024.
(Technische Kurzbeschreibung AIM-9X Sidewinder abrufbar unter:
https://www.navair.navy.mil/product/AIM-9X-Sidewinder)

janes.com
20.05.2022

USA:
Northrop Grumman
finalises development
of Hatchet miniature
strike munition

Northrop Grumman has declared the development of its Hatchet miniature precision strike munition ‘finalised'
following a series of end-to-end live all-up round (AUR) tests at an undisclosed US government test range on 11
May. During the US Department of Defense (DoD)-sponsored live-fire event, multiple Hatchet AURs were released
from an undisclosed Group 3 tactical unmanned aircraft system (TUAS) against a static target, simulated by an ISO
container. The tests involved both point-detonated engagements and proximity initiations.
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USAF:
Air Force special
operators ask industry
for non-GPS precision
munitions

US Special Operations Command expects GPS to be knocked out in future conflicts and wants to diversify its options
for precision strikes. “[We’re] expecting the future operating environment won’t have GPS readily available,” USAF
Lieutenant Colonel Matt Foertsch says on 18 May. Foertsch leads the precision strike team within SOCOM’s
procurement office for fixed-wing aircraft systems.
The Global Positioning System is powered by a constellation of orbiting satellites that are controlled by the US
Government. The technology is heavily integrated into US military operations, involved in everything from
navigation to encrypted battlefield communications. GPS has also fuelled a revolution in precision air support. The
bolt-on McDonnell Douglas-Boeing Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM) guidance kit has allowed more than 400,000
unguided, gravity bombs to be quickly and cheaply converted into precision munitions. The JDAM kit can also be
fitted with a laser-seeking sensor. However, some 25 years after JDAM revolutionised air support, American
operators think GPS-guided bombs’ best days are behind them. Russia and China have successfully tested satellitekilling missiles in recent years that could be used to knock out GPS satellites. It is also possible to jam, disrupt or
even spoof signals coming from those satellites.
With that vulnerability in mind, SOCOM is asking the defence industry to come forward with options for replacing
GPS in precision weapons. “Right now, we largely do laser targeting”, Foertsch notes. “But we’re looking for future
capability that industry has pushed along in the optical realm, or automated target recognition. “Automated target
recognition” is military-speak for artificial intelligence-powered systems that can identify targets based on
appearance. A variation of that concept already powers technologies like facial recognition.
While laser-guided munitions can already remove GPS from the equation, they are less apt when it comes to another
precision strike priority: target stand-off. Laser guidance requires someone or something – whether it be ground
forces, loitering UAVs or manned aircraft – to get close enough to paint targets with lasers. “We’re looking for
greater range and stand-off distances,” Foertsch adds. The Mitchell Institute’s Mark Gunzinger, a retired USAF
colonel, reached a similar conclusion to SOCOM. In a 2021 paper, Gunzinger argued the USAF should focus on
developing so-called “stand-in” weapons that can be released and fly independently to a target 50-250nm (93463km) away.
To that end, Foertsch notes SOCOM is developing two miniaturised cruise missiles that incorporate features like
glide wings and electric propulsion. However, such replacements are likely years away from full-scale
implementation. GPS munitions may also continue to have a role during conflicts in so-called “permissive
environments”, where adversaries do not have advanced air defence or electronic warfare capabilities.
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GBR :
UK to fly Eurofighter
ECRS Mk 2 E-Scan radar
in 2023, IOC slated for
2030

The United Kingdom is planning to fly the Leonardo European Common Radar System Mark 2 (ECRS Mk2) radar
aboard a Eurofighter test aircraft in late 2023, with initial operating capability (IOC) slated for 2030, a Ministry of
Defence (MoD) spokesperson said on 24 May. Speaking to Janes and other defence media at BAE Systems' Warton
site, the representative from Royal Air Force (RAF) Air Capability, who declined to be identified, said that the
schedule planned for the first flight has yet to be fully determined, but that he expects it to occur “towards the back
end of 2023”.

asia.nikkei.com
29.05.2022
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JPN/CHN:
Japan highlights AWACS
in latest drill

In a live-fire drill held Saturday, Japan's Self-Defense Forces highlighted its airborne warning and control system
(AWACS) plane E767, noting the importance of intelligence gathering. Nikkei reported on May 20 that China has set
up in the Xinjiang desert an object that appears to be modeled on Japan's AWACS plane. Satellite photographs
showed a dummy of an AWACS-mounted plane with two engines, that looked like the E-767. Only Japan's Air SelfDefense Force is known to use the twin-engine model. It operates four of them, all based in Hamamatsu Air Base.
The E767 is capable of monitoring a wide area and acts as a control center that instructs jet fighters which direction
to head to. It is considered a crucial element of Japan's island defense.
The E-767 did not fly in the drill but was introduced on a large screen as the first line of defense. Its highperformance radar will be crucial to detecting incoming aircraft and missiles. The Japan Ground Self-Defense Force's
Fuji Firepower Review, held in Shizuoka Prefecture, is one of the largest live-fire drills in Japan. This year's theme
was island defense. "We will obtain intelligence about the enemy, share it with the forces on the ground and
prepare for anti-ship combat" an announcement said as the exercise kicked off.
Japan will utilize the E-767, the Maritime Self-Defense Force's maritime patrol aircraft P1 and the Air Self-Defense
Force's ground-based radars to grasp the activities of adversaries. A P1 plane flew during the drill, simulating a
mission to monitor invading enemy ships. The information was relayed to the Amphibious Rapid Deployment
Brigade, Japan's de facto Marine Corps, which halted the invasion from the shores.

rheinmetall.com
23.05.2022

AUT:

Das österreichische Bundesheer hat das Anti-Kleindrohnensystem von Rheinmetall für eine sechsmonatige Testund Evaluierungsphase ausgewählt. Im Mai 2022 hat die Rheinmetall Air Defence AG die neueste Version des schnell
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Rheinmetall liefert
Counter-sUAS AntiDrohnen-System zur
Evaluierung an das
Österreichische
Bundesheer

einsetzbaren Counter small Unmanned Aerial System (C-sUAS)-Systems erfolgreich an das Bundesheer ausgeliefert.
Rheinmetalls C-sUAS-System besteht aus zwei Shelter-Einheiten, die einen schnellen Einsatz dank StandardAnhängern und LKWs ermöglichen. Die Sensoreinheit kann automatisch hochgefahren werden und ermöglicht die
Integration verschiedener Detektionstechnologien – beispielsweise X-Band- und S-Band-Radar, passiver EmitterLocator, ADS-B-Empfänger und weiterer Sensorik, sofern erforderlich. Ein integrierter und stabilisierter elektrooptischer 360°-PTZ-Sensor bietet modernste Überprüfungs- und Verfolgungsmöglichkeiten.
Der separate C2-Shelter bietet einen vollwertigen Bedienerplatz, der auf dem einsatzerprobten Führungssystem
Oerlikon Skymaster Command and Control System basiert. Skymaster bietet ein herausragendes Maß an
Sensordatenfusion und operativen Funktionalitäten. Hierzu gehören auch die Weitergabe an integrierte
Zielführungsgeräte und skalierbare Effektoren für verschiedene Gegenmaßnahmen. Ebenso lässt sich das System
an höhere Führungsebenen anbinden.

Cyber- und Electromagnetic Warfare
armyinform.com.ua
31.05.2022
07:31 AM

UKR/RUS:
Rosarmia actively uses
electronic warfare

In the Donetsk direction, the enemy carries out fire damage to units of our troops with mortars, barrel artillery and
multiple launch rocket systems along the contact line. The main efforts are focused on establishing control over the
city of Severodonetsk. Actively uses electronic warfare.

tass.com
23.05.2022

RUS:
Russia to upgrade Su-34
bomber’s EW system
based on Ukraine
combat experience

The Khibiny electronic warfare (EW) system mounted on the Su-34 frontline bomber will be upgraded taking into
account the results of the bomber’s use in Russia’s special military operation in Ukraine, a source in defense circles
told TASS on Monday. "The Khibiny onboard electronic warfare suite will be upgraded to make its operation more
automated. The pilot’s role in the upgraded version will be minimized," the source said. The Khibiny is an airborne
electronic warfare system. A fighter jet with the Khibiny EW suite on its board turns invisible for enemy radars. The
protective radio-electronic field that it creates around the aircraft makes enemy missiles miss their target. The EW
suite can help exercise control of the bomber’s weapons, generate decoy jamming and breach enemy multi-layered
air defenses. Today the Khibiny EW suite is mounted on Su-34 frontline bombers.
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reuters.com
20.05.2022
10:58 AM GMT+2

ITA:
Pro-Russian hackers
attack institutional
websites in Italy, police
say

Pro-Russian hackers have attacked the websites of several Italian institutions and government ministries, the police
said on Friday. At 0800 GMT it was still not possible to access the websites of the Italian foreign ministry and its
national magistrates association. The attack was launched at around 2000 GMT on Thursday by the hacker group
"Killnet," Italian cyber-security group Yarix said in a statement.

Boden- und seegestützte Luftverteidigungssysteme
mbdadeutschland.de
02.06.2022

eurasiantimes.com
02.06.2022

MBDA stellt erstmals
neues Waffensystem
zur Abwehr
Unbemannter
Flugsysteme vor

MBDA Deutschland wird auf der Internationalen Luft- und Raumfahrtausstellung erstmals das neue Waffensystem
Sky Warden NNbS zur Abwehr von Drohnen im Nah- und Nächstbereich zeigen. Das System hat für den Schutz der
Soldaten entscheidende Eigenschaften: Sky Warden NNbS setzt auf verschiedene Effektorlösungen. Zum Einsatz
kommen ein Hochenergie-Lasereffektor sowie die Lenkflugkörper SADM (Small Anti Drone Missile) und MISTRAL.
Sie zeichnen sich durch Präzision und Feuerkraft aus und sorgen dafür, dass die Soldaten vor Bedrohungen aus der
Luft geschützt sind. Das Lasersystem für den Nah- und Nächstbereichsschutz, das Technologien, Komponenten und
Erkenntnisse des Lasersystems für die Marine nutzt, wird künftig auch Land- und Luftstreitkräften zur Verfügung
stehen. Der Lenkflugkörper SADM ist zur Bekämpfung von Klein-Drohnen vorgesehen und nutzt die
Technologiebasis des aktuell in der Einführung befindlichen Lenkflugkörpers ENFORCER. Als dritte Effektorlösung
für den Nahbereich setzt MBDA auf den vollständig qualifizierten und marktverfügbaren Lenkflugkörper MISTRAL.
Aufgrund seiner Reichweite, hohen Agilität und schnellen Zielaufschaltung empfiehlt sich MISTRAL besonders für
den hochmobilen Einsatz nicht nur gegen größere Drohnen, sondern auch gegen ein breites Bedrohungsspektrum
aus der Luft. Ein weiterer entscheidender Vorteil: Die Effektoren können mit hochmobilen taktischen Plattformen
in der Bewegung eingesetzt werden, beispielsweise mit dem geschützten Fahrzeug ENOK.

CHN:
World’s 1st AntiHypersonic System?
China Says It Is Ready
With An AI-Powered

Chinese military researchers claim to have developed Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology that can predict the
trajectory of a hypersonic glide missile as it approaches a target at speeds exceeding five times that of sound, South
China Morning Post reported. A rocket is used to launch a hypersonic glide vehicle to hit a target. The glide vehicle
subsequently separates from the rocket and moves toward its target at a speed of at least Mach 5, or five times the
speed of sound. It is extremely difficult to track a hypersonic glide missile due to its unpredictable trajectory and
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jpost.com
01.06.2022
11:36

Defense Against Mach
5+ Missiles

the ability to enter space and re-enter the atmosphere in a very short period. Countries like the US are also
relentlessly working on developing air missile defense against hypersonic missiles.

ISR:
Laser air defenses will
'bankrupt' enemies
firing rockets

A laser system that Israel is developing to intercept incoming enemy rockets will not only make rockets ineffective
against Israel but will also bankrupt Israel’s enemies, Prime Minister Naftali Bennett said on Wednesday. Bennett
made the remarks during a visit to a factory of Rafael Advanced Weapons Systems which is the lead contractor in
developing the groundbreaking system. “The system knows how to down mortar shells, unmanned vehicles and
rockets," The prime minister said. "It is ground breaking not only because we can hit the enemy with military means
but we can also financially bankrupt them.” Bennett added that until now, an Iron Dome interceptor cost tens of
thousands of dollars each to intercept a single incoming enemy projectile. With the laser system, “the enemy will
invest tens of thousands of dollars and we will invest just two dollars of electricity,” he said.
In April, Israel took a significant step toward achieving the operational capability of its ground-breaking laser system
by carrying out a series of experiments, downing a variety of aerial threats at “challenging ranges,” the Defense
Ministry said at the time. The experiments, which were carried out in Israel’s South by the Defense Ministry’s
Directorate of Research and Development (DDR&D, or MAFAT in Hebrew) and Rafael Advanced Defense Systems,
saw the laser system known as “Iron Beam” successfully intercept a number of aerial targets including unmanned
aerial vehicles, mortars, rockets and anti-tank missiles in various scenarios.
Israel’s comprehensive protective umbrella, which counters growing missile threats, includes the Iron Dome
designed, to shoot down short-range rockets; the Arrow (Arrow-2 and Arrow-3) system, which intercepts ballistic
missiles outside of the Earth’s atmosphere; and David’s Sling missile defense system, which is designed to intercept
tactical ballistic missiles, medium- to long-range rockets, and missiles fired at ranges between 40 to 300 km. (25185 miles). However, these systems are expensive, while the laser system costs only a few dollars per pulse. It will
be used alongside the Iron Dome to intercept aerial threats.

en.yna.co.kr
16:29
30.05.2022

KOR:
S. Korea approves
project to upgrade
Patriot missile defense
system

South Korea approved a 750 billion won (US$605 million) project Monday to upgrade its Patriot missile defense
system by 2027, the state arms procurement agency said, in the wake of North Korea's recent missile provocations.
The Defense Project Promotion Committee endorsed the project to procure an unspecified number of Patriot
Advanced Capability-3 (PAC-3) missile interceptors and upgrade the PAC-2 launchers into more advanced PAC-3
launchers, according to the Defense Acquisition Program Administration (DAPA). "This project is expected to ensure
the Patriot system's effective air defense with regard to the Seoul metropolitan area and key national facilities, and
enhance its ballistic missile interception capabilities," DAPA said in a press release. The PAC-2 system uses a blast-
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fragmentation warhead to intercept hostile targets at an altitude of around 20 kilometers. The PAC-3 employs the
so-called "hit-to-kill" technology to directly strike incoming missiles at an altitude of 40 km.
dailysabah.com
29.05.2022
03:34 PM GMT+3

TUR:
Turkey on track to
complete S-400 rival air
defense missile Siper

Development of Turkey’s Siper high-altitude long-range air defense missile system continues successfully and a new
test will be held soon, Ismail Demir, head of the Presidency of Defense Industries (SSB) said Sunday. "All of our tests
have been very successful. The message that these tests give us is that we see with great pleasure that our Siper
project is really on track, it is going very well," he explained. The Siper project is led by Turkey's defense giants
Aselsan, Roketsan and the Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TÜBITAK)'s Defense Industries
Research and Development Institute (SAGE). Developed to protect strategic facilities against enemy attacks within
the scope of regional air defense, Siper will allow air defense at long range and in the protection of distributed
architecture.
Besides Siper, which is expected to rival Russia's S-400, the Korkut, Sungur and Hisar air defense systems are also in
place, systems set to outline a layered air defense for the country, as mentioned several times by the officials.

raytheon.
mediaroom.com
27.05.2022

USARMY:
Raytheon awarded
$624 million for Stinger
missile production

Raytheon Missiles & Defense, a Raytheon Technologies (NYSE: RTX) business, was awarded a $624 million U.S. Army
contract to produce 1,300 Stinger® missiles. The contract includes provisions for engineering support, as well as the
test equipment and support needed to address obsolescence, modernize key components, and accelerate
production. The combat-proven Stinger missile is a lightweight, self-contained air defense system that can be rapidly
deployed by ground troops. Its supersonic speed, agility and highly accurate guidance and control system give the
weapon an operational edge against cruise missiles and all classes of aircraft. The contract is being funded from the
Ukraine Supplemental, which contains emergency funding to support Ukrainian defense forces. Raytheon Missiles
& Defense continues to work closely with the U.S. Army and its supplier partners to rapidly support the growing
demand for Stinger.

economictimes.
indiatimes.com
26.05.2022
11:48 AM IST

IND:
Indian Navy successfully
tests surface to air
missile system from
warship

The Indian Navy successfully tested its ship-based surface to air missile system by taking down a low flying target.
The video of the test was also shared by the Indian Navy on Twitter. The test was carried out from a stealth frigate
deployed on the western seaboard by the force.

inss.org.il
26.05.2022

ISR:

“Within a year we will operate a laser interception system” – Thus the Prime Minister Bennett declared at the yearly
conference of the INSS. What are the differences between the various laser systems and what are the advantages
and disadvantages of these types of air defense systems?
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High-Power Laser
Applications on the
Future Battlefield

(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter:
https://www.inss.org.il/publication/laserweapon/?utm_source=activetrail&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=INSS%20Insight%20|%20HighPower%20Laser%20Applications%20on%20the%20Future%20Battlefield)

defense.gov
25.05.2022

USN:
Standard Missiles 2 and
6 (SM-2/6)

Raytheon Co. is awarded a $9,726,488 cost-plus-fixed-fee modification to previously awarded contract
N0002417C5410 to exercise options and incrementally fund existing contract line items for engineering and
technical support of Standard Missiles 2 and 6 (SM-2/6). This contract combines purchases for the U.S. government
(23%); and the governments of Japan, Germany, Spain, Denmark, South Korea, and Chile (77%) under the Foreign
Military Sales (FMS) program. Work is expected to be completed by February 2025.

gov.pl
24.05.2022

POL:
The next phase of the
implementation of the
"Vistula" programme

"We are starting with a contract for the second phase of the Wisła air defense program. I have already signed a
letter of request for proposal – for the acquisition of 3 squadrons, i.e. 6 batteries of the Patriot system, including
360° omnidirectional radars, launchers and a supply of missiles. A training and logistics package will also be
contracted" – announced Mariusz Błaszczak, Minister of National Defence, during the defence industry conference
"Defence24 Day".
34
(Ergänzende Information defbrief.com vom 24.05.2022: The announcement comes after Poland revealed it would be fasttracking the purchase of Narew ground-based air defense (GBAD) systems. Under the contract with MBDA from March this
year, Poland will receive the first fire module of the Common Anti-air Modular Missile-based system in September this year.
The country noted back then that its decisions on investments in air-defense systems drew on “lessons learned” from the
Russian invasion of Ukraine.)

royalnavy.mod.uk
24.05.2022

GBR:
Sea Viper’s added bite
in £300m upgrade for
RN destroyers’ main
weapon

All six Type 45s – HM Ships Daring, Dauntless, Diamond, Dragon, Defender and Duncan – will be fitted with the Sea
Ceptor missile system on top of crucial upgrades to the destroyers’ principal weapon, the Sea Viper. Each destroyer
carries up to 48 Sea Viper missiles, each held in a vertical-launch silo on the forecastle, each capable of taking out
aerial threats at ranges up to 75 miles away, accelerating out of its launcher to reach speeds in excess of four times
the speed of sound. It relies on two distinctive radar systems – the Sampson (spinning spiked egg) and Long Range
(large black slab) – which are able to track hundreds of targets as far as 250 miles away.
The investment follows recent contracts awarded to introduce Sea Ceptor – already fitted to Type 23 frigates and
being installed on successor Type 26 warships – increasing the Daring class’ missile arsenal by 50 per cent from 48
to 72.

Boden- und seegestützte Einsatzkräfte, Strategische Kampfmittel und Space Forces
msn.com
02.06.2022

CHN:
Chinese Aircraft Carrier
Seen With A Fleet Of
Drones On Its Deck

Images have emerged online that appear to show multiple examples of at least two different types of commercial
or commercial-derivative drones with vertical takeoff and landing capability on the deck of the Chinese aircraft
carrier Shandong. The exact circumstances behind these pictures are not immediately clear. They do underscore
the Chinese People's Liberation Army's ever-increasing efforts to develop and field various types of unmanned
aircraft, including those that can operate together in networked swarms, and often with an eye toward performing
various roles in the maritime domain.

gov.uk
31.05.2022

GBR:
£265 million missile
upgrade for UK
submarines

The UK’s stock of Tomahawk Land Attack Missiles (TLAM) will be upgraded on Royal Navy submarines to ensure the
weapon is even more effective against future threats. In a £265 million contract with the US Government, with
maintenance and technical support at the UK sites of BAE Systems, Babcock International and Lockheed Martin, the
Royal Navy’s Astute-Class submarines will be armed with an enhanced Block V standard missile, capable of striking
severe threats at a range of up to 1,000 miles. The upgraded missile will be able to travel further than the previous
Block IV iteration, maintaining a precision-strike capability that is unmatched in range and accuracy. The upgrade
will also make the weapon less vulnerable to external threats, with modernised in-flight communication and target
selection. Due to be operational in the mid-2020s, the upgraded Tomahawk will align with the delivery of the latest
Astute submarines. At approximately 5.6m long and weighing 2200kg – a similar weight to a 4x4 car - the high subsonic Tomahawk was first introduced into UK service in 1998 and can hit in-land targets from the sea within minutes.
A weapon of choice since then, it has been successfully deployed during operations in Afghanistan, Libya and Iraq.

stripes.com
28.05.2022

RUS:
Russia test-fires its
latest hypersonic Zircon
missile

The Defense Ministry said the Admiral Gorshkov frigate of the Northern Fleet in the White Sea launched the Zircon
cruise missile in the Barents Sea, successfully hitting a practice target in the White Sea about 1,000 kilometers (540
nautical miles) away. The launch was the latest in a series of tests of Zircon, which is set to enter service later this
year. Russian President Vladimir Putin has said that Zircon is capable of flying at nine times the speed of sound its
deployment will significantly boost the capability of Russia's military. Zircon is intended to arm Russian cruisers,
frigates and submarines and could be used against both enemy ships and ground targets. It is one of several
hypersonic missiles under development in Russia. Russian officials have boasted about Zircon's capability, saying
that it's impossible to intercept with existing anti-missile systems.
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thedrive.com
26.05.2022

RUS/UKR:
Terrifying TOS-1A
Thermobaric Artillery
Strike Recorded In
Ukraine

Videos have surfaced showing the terrifying detonation of what are likely rounds from Russia’s TOS-1A multiple
launch rocket system (MLRS) during an attack in Ukraine. The clips may serve as some of the first recorded footage
of the TOS-1A Solntsepek, or Sunshine, striking Ukrainian positions.
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/terrifying-tos-1a-thermobaric-artillery-strike-recorded-in-ukraine)
(Video über das Waffensystem TOS-1A abrufbar unter:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=73CaLMLp4Qo)
(Einsatzvideo TOS-1A abrufbar unter:
https://www.focus.de/politik/ausland/ukraine-fordert-weitere-waffenlieferungen-ukraine-veroeffentlicht-videos-einesraketenangriffs-durch-putins-hoellenwaffe_id_105424112.html)

dsca.mil
26.05.2022

defbrief.com
26.05.2022

AUS:
HIMARS launchers

POL:
Poland buying 500
HIMARS launchers for
over 80 batteries

The State Department has made a determination approving a possible Foreign Military Sale to the Government of
Australia of HIMARS Launchers and related equipment for an estimated cost of $385 million. The Government of
Australia has requested to buy among others twenty (20) M142 High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems (HIMARS);
thirty (30) M30A2 Guided Multiple Launch Rocket Systems (GMLRS); thirty (30) Alternative Warhead (AW) Pods
with Insensitive Munitions Propulsion Systems (IMPS); thirty (30) M31A2 GMLRS Unitary (GMLRS-U) High Explosive
Pods with IMPS; thirty (30) XM403 Extended Range (ER)-GMLRS AW Pods; thirty (30) EM404 ER GMLRS Unitary Pods
and ten (10) M57 Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS).
Poland has announced its intention to buy an additional 500 M142 HIMARS launchers that would equip more than
80 Polish Army batteries. The letter of request for the High Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS) was
announced by Polish defense minister Mariusz Błaszczak on May 26, just two days after Poland revealed it would
be buying an additional six Patriot missile defense system batteries. “We plan a high level of Polonization of the
equipment and its integration with the Polish combat management system,” Błaszczak said announcing the
procurement.
(Datasheet HIMARS abrufbar unter:
https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/products/high-mobility-artillery-rocket-system.html)

defense.gov
24.05.2022

USN:
Navy/Marine Corps
Expeditionary Ship

Raytheon Missiles & Defense is awarded a $22,576,051 firm-fixed-price modification to a previously awarded
undefinitized contract (M67854-22-D-1000). This modification provides for the production of the Navy/Marine
Corps Expeditionary Ship Interdiction System (NMESIS) Naval Strike Missile (NSM) Launcher Unit (NLU) and Weapon
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defense.gov
24.05.2022

Interdiction System
(NMESIS)

Control System (WCS) Production Representative Models. NMESIS is a land-based missile launcher platform that
provides the Fleet Marine Force with an anti-ship capability. NMESIS integrates a NLU, capable of launching two
NSMs, onto a Remotely Operated Ground Unit for Expeditionary Fires carrier. The NLU is controlled by the WCS
located externally in a command and control vehicle. Work is expected to be completed in December 2023.

USN:
Block V Tactical
Tomahawk

Raytheon Missiles and Defense is awarded a $217,121,769 fixed-price-incentive, firm-fixed-price contract. This
contract procures 154 full-rate production Block V Tactical Tomahawk All Up Round Vertical Launch System missiles
as follows: 70 for the Navy, 54 for the Marine Corps, and 30 for the Army. Work is expected to be completed in
January 2025.
(Datasheet abrufbar unter:
https://www.raytheonmissilesanddefense.com/what-we-do/naval-warfare/advanced-strike-weapons/tomahawk-cruisemissile)
(Ergänzende Information navair.navy.mil vom 24.05.2022: The Full Rate Production (FRP) contract, Lot 18, marks the first
multi-service procurement for Tomahawk, which further expands integration into new firing platforms for the Marine Corps
and Army. The Marine Corps is developing and fielding a ground based Tomahawk launcher. This contract includes
procurement of missiles to support stand up of the new Marine Corps units. FRP Lot 18 will be in the Block V configuration
which features a NAV/COMMS upgrade that maintains the capability for in-flight updates and improved navigation. Future
Block V capabilities will include the Maritime Strike Tomahawk (MST) variant and the Joint Multiple Effects Warhead System
(JMEWS). Tactical Tomahawk (TACTOM) is the nation’s premier, all-weather, long-range, deep-strike offensive weapon
against fixed and mobile targets, launched from surface, subsurface and ground platforms.)

sputniknews.com
22.05.2022

RUS:
Russia’s Sarmat ICBM
Can Change Trajectory,
Will Make Interception
Hardly Possible in
Coming Decades

Sarmat, Russia’s newest land-based intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM), can fly over the North and South Poles
and along other trajectories, Col. Gen. Sergei Karakaev, commander of Russia’s Strategic Missile Forces, said. "Due
to the power-to-weight ratio of the new missile system, the trajectory has the ability to change. From our notorious
trajectory through the North Pole, if necessary, it is possible to lay a trajectory through the South Pole, which, in
principle, is not protected today. And there are also possibilities for other trajectories - in terms of the possibility of
launching into outer space," Karakaev told the Zvezda TV channel. He clarified that one of the reasons why Sarmat
will be so hard to intercept is that, while being a liquid-propellant rocket, it accelerates almost as fast as missiles
with lightweight solid rocket motors.
Russia will be testing Sarmat throughout this year and the military will start receiving the missiles in the fall of 2022
, according to Dmitry Rogozin, the head of Russian state-run space agency Roscosmos. Moreover, according to
Sergei Poroskun, a deputy commander of the Strategic Missile Forces, the Sarmat missile will be in service for at
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least 50 years. The first successful launch of the Sarmat super-heavy intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) Sputnik International, 1920, 24.04.2022. Russia's Sarmat ICBM Could Be Deployed With Several Avangard
Hypersonic Glide Vehicles. Sarmat is a large missile system with a 200-tonne intercontinental liquid-propellant
ballistic missile. The system is designed to replace Russia's Voevoda missiles, also known as Satan. Roscosmos plans
to construct a total of 46 Sarmat missiles for the needs of the Russian military.
cnbc.com
21.05.2022

ALB:
Albania buys anti-tank
Javelin missiles to
strengthen army

Albania’s defense minister said Saturday the Western Balkan country has bought anti-tank Javelin missiles to
strengthen its defenses. Niko Peleshi said Albania signed a contract with U.S. Lockheed Martin, without specifying
the number of missiles, how much they cost or when they would be delivered. Peleshi said buying the missiles was
part of the army’s modernization efforts. Earlier this week, Lockheed Martin said the U.S. Army had awarded two
production contracts for Javelin missiles and associated equipment and services with total value of $309 million.
These contracts include more than 1300 Javelin missiles funded from the recent Ukraine Supplemental
Appropriations Act and orders for several international customers including Norway, Albania, Latvia and Thailand.

defensenews.com
16.05.2022

POL:
Polish pick MBDA’s
Brimstone missile for
their new fleet of tankbusting vehicles

The British arm of pan-European missile maker MBDA has struck an agreement with the Polish military to provide
its Brimstone missile for a new fleet of tank busters being developed by a local industrial consortium led by PGZ.
The deal comes just weeks after MBDA UK concluded a separate deal with Warsaw to accelerate the delivery of a
new ground-based air defense system. Brimstone has been in the news in the last few days after it emerged that
Ukrainian troops had been using the British-supplied weapon to destroy Russian armor.
Video footage showed the missile being fired from a truck rapidly adapted to fire a weapon normally used by the
British in an air-to-ground role by the Royal Air Force in several conflicts.

Air Power
taiwannews.
com.tw
03.06.2022
09:37

TWN/CHN:
Chinese anti-submarine
warfare plane enters
Taiwan’s ADIZ

A Chinese military plane flew into Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Thursday (June 2), marking the
first day of intrusions this month. A single People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine
warfare plane flew into the southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National Defense
(MND).
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Last month, China sent 119 military aircraft into Taiwan’s identification zone, including 69 fighter jets, 31 spotter
planes, 10 bombers, and nine helicopters.
scmp.com
02.06.2022
08:30 PM

CHN/TWN:
Chinese PLA bombers
carry out night raid
drills around Taiwan
and East China Sea

The Chinese military arm watching the area around Taiwan recently carried out six hours of nighttime bomber flight
training, state media reported on Wednesday. The bombers were part of the People’s Liberation Army’s (PLA)
Eastern Theatre Command, which supervises the situation across the Taiwan Strait and also part of the East China
Sea. “More than 10 bombers of various types, equipped with weapons, took off in tandem. They reached the enemy
location and simulated missile attack exercises,” mainland state broadcaster CCTV reported.

reuters.com
02.06.2022
08:50 AM

CAN/CHN:
Canada says Chinese
warplanes harassed its
patrol aircraft on
N.Korea sanctions
mission

On several occasions from April 26 to May 26, aircraft of the People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) approached
a Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) CP-140 Aurora long-range patrol aircraft, the Canadian Armed Forces said in a
statement on Wednesday. “In these interactions, PLAAF aircraft did not adhere to international air safety norms,”
the statement said. “These interactions are unprofessional and/or put the safety of our RCAF personnel at risk.” In
some instances, the Canadian aircrew felt so at risk that they had to quickly change their flight path to avoid a
potential collision with the intercepting aircraft, the statement added. Beijing has yet to comment on the
allegations.
Such interactions are of concern and of increasing frequency, the Canadian military said, noting that the missions
occur during United Nations-approved operations to implement sanctions on North Korea. The Canadian aircraft
were part of Ottawa’s “Operation NEON”, which sees military ships, aircraft and personnel deployed to identify
suspected sanctions evasions at sea, including ship-to-ship transfers of fuel and other supplies banned by United
Nations Security Council resolutions. China, which says it has enforced the UNSC sanctions, joined Russia in last
week in vetoing a U.S.-led proposal for new sanctions on North Korea over its increasing missile tests.

jpost.com
01.06.2022
16:39

ISR:
IDF shot down Egyptian
drone over Negev

IDF fighter jets shot down an Egyptian drone near the border on Monday after its operator lost control of the
unmanned aerial vehicle. The drone was tracked closely up until the moment it was shot down near Mount Sagi
after crossing into Israeli airspace. The IDF coordinated with the Egyptians before shooting it down. A preliminary
investigation into the incident found that the drone was unarmed.

edition.cnn.com
31.05.2022

UKR:
Video shows Ukrainian
helicopters resupplying

Video has been released of Ukrainian helicopters flying supplies into the Azovstal plant in Mariupol even as it was
under siege by Russian forces. The video was shot aboard a Mi-8 helicopter and shows the aircraft flying low across
countryside and then along the Mariupol shore before a brief shot of supplies being offloaded. A social media
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Azovstal while plant
was under siege

channel affiliated with Ukrainian defense intelligence that distributed the video said the missions had been carried
out by Ukrainian special forces.
Another channel that published the video said: "This unique special operation was carried out by specialists of the
Main Intelligence Directorate of the Ministry of Defense and the Azov Regiment. 16 Mi-8 military helicopters loaded
with the necessary equipment flew to the defenders of Mariupol blocked by Russia on Azovstal." "There were 7
such missions in total. Each time, helicopters successfully delivered food, drinking water, medicines and ammunition
to the defenders of the city to a depth of more than 100 kilometers [from Ukrainian-held areas]," the channel added.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky referred to the previously undisclosed missions on May 20. "Unfortunately,
a large number of people died, our pilots. Absolutely heroic people who knew that it was difficult, that it was almost
impossible to fly to Azovstal and bring there medicine, food, water, pick up the bodies of the wounded," he said. "A
lot of things were happening that no one could officially comment. There were no air corridors to Azovstal due to
Russia's powerful deployed air defenses," Zelensky said. The president added that "we lost a lot of pilots" who flew
to the plant.
(Video abrufbar unter:
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1618983/ukraine-Azovstal-steelworks-mission-helicopter-zelensky-latest-vn)

armyinform.com.ua
31.05.2022
03:30 AM

UKR/RUS:
Ukrainian strike aircraft
for the day shot down
two more enemy
missiles

On May 30, the Air Force of the Armed Forces of Ukraine launched fire strikes against Russian troops in kharkiv,
Donetsk, Luhansk and Kherson regions. Attack groups of attack aircraft and bombers under the cover of fighter jets
carried out up to ten air raids on enemy positions. "Fire damage was inflicted on ammunition depots, a cluster of
armored vehicles, a live force of rashists," the report said. In the Donetsk region, units of anti-aircraft missile forces
destroyed an air-to-surface missile - kh-59MK, and in the Odessa region - a kh-22 cruise missile.
(Anmerkung Redaktion: Und die ukrainischen Luftstreitkräfte operieren immer noch!)

taiwannews.
com.tw
31.05.2022
01:40

TWN/CHN:
30 Chinese military
aircraft intrude on
Taiwan's ADIZ as US
Senator arrives

Taiwan's Ministry of National Defense (MND) reports that 30 Chinese military aircraft violated Taiwan's air defense
identification zone (ADIZ) on Monday (May 30), the same day that U.S. Senator Tammy Duckworth and her
delegation arrived in the country. The MND on Monday evening announced the second-largest single-day incursion
by People's Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) aircraft recorded this year. The aircraft included eight Shenyang J-11
fighter jets, six Shenyang J-16 fighter jets, four Chengdu J-10 fighter jets, two Sukhoi Su-35 fighter jets, two Sukhoi
Su-30 fighter jets, one Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine warfare plane, one Shaanxi Y-8 electronic warfare plane, four
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Shaanxi Y-8 electronic intelligence spotter planes, and two KJ-500 airborne early warning and control aircraft. All
the PLAAF aircraft flew in the southwest corner of the ADIZ, just to the northeast of the Dongsha Islands.
jpost.com
30.05.2022
23:38

IRQ:
Iranian-backed group
attacks US base in Iraq
with rockets

Reports on Monday said that Iranian-backed groups may have targeted an oil field in Syria and the Al-Asad base in
Iraq. Although the first reports were unclear, the overall picture is that Iran could be moving to target US forces in
the region. This move could be in response to the seizing of oil by the US off a Greek island several days ago. Iran
has already moved to grab two Greek ships in retaliation. The US has condemned Iran, as has France and Greece.
Iranian media said that "horrific" explosions were heard at the Asad base in Iraq. The report appears to confirm proIran groups were behind the attack or that Iran wants to highlight their possible involvement.
(Ergänzende Information timesofisrael.com vom 31.05.2022 01:26 AM: At least five missiles hit a sprawling Iraqi army base
hosting US troops in the country’s western desert Monday, two Iraqi security officials said. The officials said the Grad missiles
struck inside the Ain al-Asad base in Iraq’s western Anbar province and caused minor damages but no casualties. The officials
said the missiles hit only a few meters from where US forces are stationed. The officials spoke on condition of anonymity
because they were not authorized to brief the media.)

timesofisrael.com
30.05.2022

ISR/IRN:
Israel boosts air
defenses

The head of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps on Monday blamed “the Zionists” for the assassination of a
senior officer in Tehran last week, vowing revenge, as Israel bolstered its air defenses. Security officials fear a missile
or suicide drone attack by Iranian-backed groups in Lebanon and Syria, the Kan public broadcaster reported. Various
air defense systems — including the Iron Dome — were placed on high alert and their deployments adjusted
following the threat. The IDF has confirmed it intercepted at least four Iranian drones heading for Israel or the West
Bank and Gaza Strip in recent years. Another pair of drones heading for Israel were downed by the US Air Force in
February. Israel has repeatedly warned that Iranian drones are a significant threat to the region — especially as
Tehran arms proxy groups stationed along Israel’s borders.

taiwannews.
com.tw
30.05.2022
09:50

TWN/CHN:
5 Chinese military
planes enter Taiwan’s
ADIZ

Five Chinese military planes were tracked in Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Sunday (May 29),
marking the 20th day of intrusions this month. Four People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Sukhoi Su-30 fighter
jets and one Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine warfare plane flew into the southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ, according
to the Ministry of National Defense (MND). In response, Taiwan sent aircraft, broadcast radio warnings, and
deployed air defense missile systems to monitor the PLAAF planes.

ekathimerini.com
30.05.2022
11:55

GRC/TUR:
Turkish drone violates
Greek airspace

A Turkish UAV flew over the uninhabited islet of Kandelioussa, west of the Dodecanese island of Nisyros, at 10.14
a.m. on Monday, the Hellenic National Defense General Staff (GEETHA) said in a statement. The drone, which was
flying at an altitude of 19,000 feet, was identified and intercepted in line with international rules of engagement,
GEETHA said.
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awst.com
29.05.2022

RUS/UKR:
War in Ukraine

Inside Russia’s Failure To control Ukrainian Airspace
° First situation assessment
° Fighters
° Unguided weapons
° Heavy bombers
° Hypersonic missiles
° Uncrewed assets
(Vollständige Analyse 2022 05 29 AWST UKR RUS abrufbar im Anhang zu diesem Versandmail Nachrichtenblatt NACHBRENNER
2022-37)

taiwannews.
com.tw
28.05.2022
19:44

TWN/CHN:
Taiwan spots 7 Chinese
military aircraft inside
its ADIZ

Seven Chinese military aircraft entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) Saturday (May 28), according
to the Ministry of National Defense. The planes were one Sukhoi Su-30 and six J-16 fighter jets, the military’s website
reported. As on most previous occasions, the aircraft intruded from the southwest sector, between Taiwan’s main
island and the South China Sea. The J-16 jets flew closer to the disputed Taiwan-held island of Dongsha.

jpost.com
27.05.2022
22:36

IRN:
'Accident' at Iranian
military research center
was a drone strike

A reported 'accident' at the Parchin military research center in Iran was actually a drone attack, the New York Times
reported three Iranians with knowledge of the attack and one US official as saying on Friday. An Iranian engineer
was killed and another employee was injured on Wednesday evening in the incident, at the research center that
officially belongs to Iran’s Defense Ministry. The attack was carried out by quadcopter suicide drones, the Iranian
sources were quoted as saying. The sources were not authorized to speak publicly.
(Ergänzende Information timesofisrael.com vom 27.05.2022 11:23: The report cited three Iranian sources along with a US
official, who confirmed drones hit the site, but declined to say who was behind the attack. It said the drones exploded into a
building being used for research on Iran’s drone development. The report noted that the strike fits a pattern of previous
attacks that have been attributed to Israel, including previous strikes against Iran’s drone program. Iranian sources told the
Times that the drone attack was launched from inside Iran, not far from the Parchin military base — which the Islamic
Republic uses to develop missile, nuclear and drone technology — noting that quadcopter drones have a short flight range,
and Parchin is a long way from Iran’s borders.)

taiwannews.
com.tw
26.05.2022
10:19

TWN/CHN:
4 Chinese fighter jets
enter Taiwan’s ADIZ

Four Chinese fighter planes entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Wednesday (May 25),
marking the 18th day of intrusions this month. Two People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shenyang J-16
fighter jets and two Chengdu J-10 fighter planes flew into the southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ, according to the
Ministry of National Defense (MND).
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en.yna.co.kr
25.05.2022
11:18

KOR/PRK:
Korea fires 3 ballistic
missiles, including 1
suspected ICBM

North Korea fired three ballistic missiles toward the East Sea on Wednesday, including an apparent intercontinental
ballistic missile (ICBM), South Korea's military said, just a day after U.S. President Joe Biden wrapped up his Asia trip
highlighting America's security commitment to Seoul and Tokyo. The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) said it detected the
launches from the Sunan area in Pyongyang at around 6 a.m., 6:37 a.m. and 6:42 a.m., respectively, which marked
the North's 17th show of force this year.
The first of the three launches involved the suspected ICBM that flew some 360 kilometers at a top altitude of 540
km, the JCS said. Military authorities here are putting weight to the possibility of the missile being the North's
newest Hwasong-17 ICBM. The second missile, deemed to be a short-range ballistic missile (SRBM), reached an
altitude of around 20 km and "vanished" -- an apparent sign of a launch failure, the JCS said. The last missile, thought
to be an SRBM, traveled some 760 km at an apogee of 60 km.
The launches followed speculation that the North could conduct an ICBM or nuclear test to bolster its military
presence and tighten national unity amid COVID-19 outbreaks and economic woes. "The North's ICBM launch is yet
another case of its breach of a moratorium on ICBM launches that it itself pledged to the international community,
and the launch is violation of U.N. Security Council resolutions and a serious provocative act," the JCS said in a text
message sent to reporters.
The previous day, the South Korean Air Force conducted the "Elephant Walk" training involving some 30 fully-armed
F-15K fighter jets, as part of efforts to deter North Korean provocations. In yet another quick response to the North's
provocation, South Korea and the U.S. fired a Hyunmoo-II ballistic missile and one Army Tactical Missile System
(ATACMS) missile into the East Sea, respectively, to highlight their "rapid strike capabilities," the JCS said.

csis.org
25.05.2022

UKR/RUS:
Shrinking Battlefield

As the fourth month dawns in the war in Ukraine, the battle has narrowed to a 75-mile-wide sliver of land in the
heart of the eastern Donbas region, where Russia’s concentrated firepower and shortened supply lines are helping
its forces make progress toward a handful of key cities.

cnn.com
24.05.2022

UKR/RUS:
Ukrainian special forces
release video of military
using foreign-made
kamikaze drones

The Ukrainian military has for the first time released footage of special forces using foreign-made kamikaze drones
targeting Russian positions. According to the Ukrainian military, the drone was equipped with a powerful explosive
that caused damage to a Russian tank after it flew into it. "The combat use of kamikaze UAVs is a constant practice
for SOF of Ukraine in the war with Russian invaders," the Ukranian military said. The US sent 100 Switchblade drones
to the Ukrainian military in April. The small, portable, so-called kamikaze drones carry warheads and detonate on
impact. The smallest model can hit a target up to six miles away, according to a company that produces the drones.
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(Video abrufbar unter:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y98U86nY9D8)
(Ergänzende Information thedrive.com vom 24.05.2022 abrufbar unter:
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/watch-this-switchblade-suicide-drone-attack-a-russian-tank-in-ukraine)

japantimes.co.jp
24.05.2022

JPN/CHN/RUS:
Tokyo scrambles
fighters after Russian
and Chinese bombers
fly near Japan during
'Quad' summit

Japan scrambled fighter jets after Chinese and Russian bombers conducted joint flight operations around Japan on
Tuesday, Defense Minister Nobuo Kishi said, in an apparent provocation as leaders of “the Quad” grouping met in
Tokyo. “Two Chinese H-6 bombers joined two Russian TU-95 bombers in the Sea of Japan and made a joint flight to
the East China Sea,” Kishi told a news conference Tuesday evening. “After that, a total of four aircraft — two
presumably new Chinese bombers that replaced the earlier bombers — and two Russian bombers, conducted a
joint flight from the East China Sea to the Pacific Ocean.”
(Ergänzende Information globaltimes.cn vom 24.05.2022 08:08 PM: The Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) Air Force sent
H-6K strategic bombers, and the Russian Aerospace Forces dispatched Tu-95MS strategic missile carriers, with Su-30SM
aircraft providing escort to the air group, according to a press release from the Russian Defense Ministry. Japan's Ministry of
Defense Joint Staff said in a press release that Japan identified four Chinese H-6 bombers, two Russian Tu-95 bombers and a
Russian Il-20 reconnaissance aircraft throughout the Sea of Japan, the East China Sea and the West Pacific.)
(Ergänzende Information reuters.com vom 24.05.2022 12:56 PM GMT+2: South Korea's military said it scrambled fighter jets
after at least four Chinese and four Russian warplanes entered its air defence zone on Tuesday. The Russian and Chinese
aircraft entered and left the Korea Air Defence Identification Zone (Korea ADIZ) in the Sea of Japan, known in Korea as the East
Sea, several times through the day, according to South Korea’s Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS).The aircraft, which included fighter
jets and bombers from each side, did not violate South Korea's airspace, the JCS added.)
(Ergänzende Information globaltimes.cn vom 29.05.2022 10:24 PM: In the first such move, China's state broadcaster revealed
on Sunday that the Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) Air Force deployed fighter jets as escorts for Chinese and Russian
bombers during last week's regular joint aerial strategic patrol in the Asia-Pacific region by the two major powers, with
experts saying more advanced fighter jets like China's J-20 and Russia's Su-57 could join the patrol next time. For the first time,
China's J-16 fighter jets were seen participating in a China-Russia joint patrol, China Central Television (CCTV) reported on
Sunday, showing a photo depicting two J-16s flying next to a Chinese H-6K bomber and a Russian Tu-95MS bomber.)

alarabiya.net
24.05.2022
10:07 AM GST

IRQ:

An explosive-laden drone struck near a military base by Baghdad International Airport on Tuesday morning,
according to an Al Arabiya and Al Hadath correspondent. Sirens were heard in the vicinity of the airport, and its air
defense system was reportedly activated. Drones have previously targeted the Victory Base Complex situated near
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Explosive-laden drone
strikes Baghdad's
airport

the airport. The base includes international forces, including Americans, as well as Iraqi personnel. There have been
several attempted missile attacks on military bases housing US personnel in Iraq over the last few months. The US
often accuses the Iranian-backed factions of the country of being behind such attacks.

taiwannews.
com.tw
24.05.2022
09:26

TWN/CHN:
Chinese anti-submarine
warfare plane enters
Taiwan’s ADIZ

A single Chinese military aircraft flew into Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Monday (May 23),
marking the 17th day of intrusions this month. One People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shaanxi Y-8 antisubmarine warfare plane entered the southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ, according to the Ministry of National
Defense (MND).

@DefenceHQ
21.05.2022

GBR/UKR:
Latest Defence
Intelligence update on
the situation in Ukraine

The Russia-Ukraine war has seen Uncrewed Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) playing a pivotal role for both sides although
they have suffered a high rate of attrition. UAVs have proved vulnerable both to being shot down and to electronic
jamming. Russia has attempted to implement the concept of ‘Reconnaissance Strike’ it refined in Syria, which uses
reconnaissance UAVs to identify targets to be struck by combat jets or artillery. Russia is likely experiencing a
shortage of appropriate reconnaissance UAVs for this task, which is exacerbated by limitations in its domestic
manufacturing capacity resulting from sanctions. If Russia continues to lose UAVs at its current rate, Russian forces
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance capability will be further degraded, negatively impacting operational
effectiveness.
Crewed Russian aircraft mostly continue to avoid conducting sorties over Ukrainian territory, likely because of the
threat from intact Ukrainian air defence missiles systems.

taiwannews.
com.tw
21.05.2022
08:25

TWN/CHN:
14 Chinese military
planes enter Taiwan’s
ADIZ

Fourteen Chinese military planes entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Friday (May 20),
marking the 15th day of intrusions this month. Five People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shenyang J-16 fighter
jets, four Shenyang J-11 fighter jets, three Xian H-6 bombers, one Shaanxi Y-8 electronic warfare plane, and one KJ500 airborne early warning and control aircraft flew into the southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ, according to the
Ministry of National Defense (MND).
(Ergänzende Information taiwannews.com.tw vom 20.05.2022 17:05: The Air Force has moved Indigenous Defense Fighters
(IDF) and Mirage 2000 jets to Penghu in the Taiwan Strait and to Taitung on the east coast in response to incursions by
military aircraft from China, reports said Friday (May 20). Defense analysts have interpreted the frequent incursions as having
the aim of collecting information and wearing out Taiwan’s Air Force.)

ekathimerini.com
20.05.2022

GRC/TUR:

Four pairs of Turkish F-16s, one Turkish unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and two Turkish navy transport aircraft CN235s entered Athens Flight Information Region on Friday without submitting a flight plan, the Greek military said
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20:46

44 airspace violations
by Turkey registered on
Friday

on Friday. The Hellenic National Defense General Staff noted a total of 9 infringements of the Athens FIR developed
into 44 airspace violations across the entire Aegean archipelago: 29 by the CN-235s, 3 by the fighter jets and 12 by
the UAV. Two Turkish aircraft were carrying weapons. All Turkish aircraft were intercepted by Greek fighter jets,
per international protocols, except for one case in which the interception turned into a dogfight, noted the general
staff. Earlier, the Foreign Ministry strongly condemned the incursion of two Turkish fighter jets within 2.5 nautical
miles of the northeastern city of Alexandroupoli on Friday, calling the incident an “unprecedented violation of
national sovereignty.”

jpost.com
20.05.2022
23:24

ISR/SYR:
Three people killed in
alleged Israeli airstrike
in Damascus - Syrian
media

Three people were killed in an alleged Israeli attack in southern Damascus, which was launched from the Golan
Heights, Hebrew media reported citing the Syrian Defense Ministry. Fires started in the area as a result of the stikes,
Hebrew media reported minutes earlier. Syrian media claims that Syria's air defense systems have been activated
and intercepted the "hostile targets" in the capital's skies. The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights stated that the
targets of the attack were Syrian army bases and Iranian militias in a suburb of Damascus. Two flights were
postponed as a result of the strikes at the airport. Echoes of explosions were also heard in the coastal area of Syria
in the area of the city of Tartus.
In the southwest Damascus area, there have been a number of attacks in recent months that were attributed to
Israel. For example, last week, two Israeli strikes allegedly targeted sites near the Syrian border. The strike targeted
Qurs al-Nafl in Quneitra in the southwest part of the country near the border with Israel.

e.defenseone.com
20.05.2022

RUS/UKR:
Russia's flying fewer
sorties over Ukraine
Pentagon officials said
Thursday, 19.05.2022

Russian warplanes had often flown between 200 and 300 for several weeks—until the conclusion of the Azovstal
factory standoff in Mariupol. On Thursday, a defense official said, "We've seen the Russia sortie count decrease to
about 140 over the course of the last 24 hours." Cloud coverage has been an issue; but the fall of Mariupol would
seem to be the biggest influence on that reduced count. Russian airstrikes continue "on and near Kharkiv," and "in
the Donbas as again the fighting continues there," according to the Pentagon official.

news.usni.org
19.05.2022

RUS:
Russian Hypersonic
Missiles
Underperforming in
Ukraine Conflict,
NORTHCOM Says

The Kremlin’s most advanced missile systems are not operating effectively in Russia’s conflict with Ukraine, U.S.
Northern Command chief Air Force Gen. Glen VanHerck said Wednesday before the Senate Armed Services strategic
forces subcommittee. The Russians have “had challenges with some of their hypersonic missiles as far as accuracy.”
He judged the missiles were “underperforming.” Despite Russia’s overall inaccuracy in firing all of its missiles, John
Plumb, the assistant secretary of defense for space policy, said “the sobering reality” is that the estimated 1,500
missiles Russia has fired since the Feb. 24 invasion targeted Ukrainian civilians.
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As the fighting in Ukraine has evolved, Army Lt. Gen. Daniel Karbler said Kyiv needs offensive and defensive missile
systems for a layered defense and to stymie maneuvers on the ground. Among the systems he mentioned were
Patriot, Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) and specialized mortars.

Geo- und Sicherheitspolitik, militärische Übungen

government.se
02.06.2022

jpost.com
01.06.2022
15:41

SWE/UKR:
Additional amending
budget with further
support to Ukraine

IRN:
Iran could have 4
‘crude’ nukes in 3
months – think tank

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is unprovoked, illegal and unjustifiable. It threatens international peace and security
and is a violation of international law. As a sign of solidarity with Ukraine, and as part of the international response
to Russia’s actions, the Government considers it important to continue to support Ukraine. As a result of Russia’s
invasion, Ukraine has requested support that includes additional defence materiel. The Swedish Armed Forces are
able to manage without certain defence materiel for a limited period of time. The Government proposes that
Sweden donate additional defence materiel to Ukraine in the form of the RBS 17 anti-ship missile system, AG 90
anti-materiel sniper rifles and ammunition, and an additional 5 000 Swedish AT-4 recoilless anti-tank weapons.
Sweden also intends to contribute SEK 60 million to the fund set up by NATO intended to support the Ukrainian
armed forces.
Iran could have four “crude” nuclear bombs within three months if it decides to cross the nuclear threshold, the
Institute for Science and International Security announced on Wednesday. This would not be the same as having
full-fledged nuclear weapons, which could be delivered on a ballistic missile (that could take another six months to
two years of development). A position paper by the think tank’s David Albright and Sarah Burkhard said that for one
“crude” bomb, Iran’s breakout timeline is essentially already zero. This is because “it has enough 60% enriched
uranium or highly enriched uranium (HEU) to be assured it could fashion a nuclear explosive… within a few weeks,
with only a few of its advanced centrifuge cascades.”
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter:
https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/iran-news/article-708286)
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reuters.com
01.06.2022
09:35 PM GMT+2

USA/UKR:
U.S. plans to sell armed
drones to Ukraine in
coming days

The Biden administration plans to sell Ukraine four MQ-1C Gray Eagle drones that can be armed with Hellfire
missiles for battlefield use against Russia, three people familiar with the situation said. The sale of the General
Atomics-made drones could still be blocked by Congress, the sources said, adding that there is also a risk of a last
minute policy reversal that could scuttle the plan, which has been under review at the Pentagon for several weeks.
Ukraine has been using several types of smaller shorter range unmanned aerial systems against Russian forces that
invaded the country in late February. They include the AeroVironment (AVAV.O) RQ-20 Puma AE, and the Turkish
Bayraktar-TB2. But the Gray Eagle represents a leap in technology because it can fly up to 30 or more hours
depending on its mission and can gather huge amounts of data for intelligence purposes. Gray Eagles, the Army's
version of the more widely known Predator drone, can also carry up to eight powerful Hellfire missiles. The sale is
significant because it puts an advanced reusable U.S. system capable of multiple deep strikes on the battlefield
against Russia for the first time.

tagesanzeiger.ch
01.06.2022
14:46

DEU/UKR:
Scholz sagt Ukraine
Flugabwehrsystem zu

Bundeskanzler Olaf Scholz (SPD) hat für die kommenden Wochen die Lieferung weiterer Waffensysteme an die
Ukraine angekündigt. Die Bundesregierung habe entschieden, dass die Ukraine das Luftverteidigungssystem Iris-T
erhalten solle, sagte Scholz am Mittwoch in der Generaldebatte zum Haushalt 2022 im Bundestag. Dies sei das
modernste Flugabwehrsystem, über das Deutschland verfüge. «Damit versetzen wir die Ukraine in die Lage, eine
ganze Grossstadt vor russischen Luftangriffen zu schützen.» Darüber hinaus werde Deutschland der Ukraine «ein
hochmodernes Ortungsradar liefern», sagte Scholz.
Ausserdem will Deutschland vier Mehrfachraketenwerfer MLRS aus Beständen der Bundeswehr in die Ukraine
liefern. Das geschehe in enger Abstimmung mit den USA, die auch die Ausbildung ukrainischer Soldaten an den
Systemen übernehmen würden, erfuhr die Deutsche Presse-Agentur am Mittwoch aus Regierungskreisen.
Wie es aus Ampel-Kreisen hiess, geht es konkret um das Luftverteidigungssystem Iris-T-SLM. Dies ist ein
bodengestütztes Flugabwehrsystem, das bereits an Ägypten geliefert wurde. Die Bundesregierung hat Erwartungen
gedämpft, dass das von Bundeskanzler Olaf Scholz (SPD) angekündigte Luftverteidigungssystem Iris-T schnell an die
Ukraine geliefert wird. «Ja, das dauert und zwar Monate», sagte Bundesaussenministerin Annalena Baerbock
(Grüne) am Mittwoch im Bundestag. Demnach sollte das vom Rüstungskonzern Diehl hergestellte System eigentlich
«an ein anderes Land gehen». Auf Bitten der Bundesregierung werde es nun an die Ukraine geliefert.
(Kurzinformation IRIS-T-SLM abrufbar unter:
https://www.diehl.com/defence/en/products/guided-missiles/#iris-t-sl)
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00:47 (MS)

Russia-Ukraine war
briefing

After setbacks in the first weeks of the war, President Vladimir Putin appointed General Aleksandr Dvornikov in
April to oversee Russia’s refocused campaign in eastern Ukraine. But despite some gains in the east, the Russian
military is facing the same problems that plagued it in the early weeks of its campaign, according to U.S. officials.
The military’s “plodding and incremental” pace is wearing it down, a Pentagon official said. Russia’s overall fighting
strength has been diminished by about 20 percent, some 1,000 tanks have been lost during the past three months
of war and Russian pilots still have not established air superiority, U.S. officials said. Some of the territory that
Russian troops had managed to seize has been contested again and sometimes retaken by the Ukrainians, like the
city of Kharkiv. Russian troops had nearly encircled the city, but by mid-May, Ukrainians had managed to take it
back. Dvornikov, who led Russia’s military campaign in Syria, has not been seen in the past two weeks, leading some
officials to speculate as to whether he remains in charge of the war effort. Some problems remain deep and
fundamental, like the Soviet-style, top-down doctrine under which troops at the bottom are not empowered to
point out flaws in strategy or make adjustments.

reuters.com
01.06.2022
04:20 AM GMT+2

RUS:
Russia's nuclear forces
holding manoeuvre
drills

Russia's nuclear forces are holding drills in the Ivanovo province, northeast of Moscow, the Interfax news agency
cited the Russian defence ministry as saying on Wednesday. Some 1,000 servicemen are exercising in intense
manoeuvres using over 100 vehicles including Yars intercontinental ballistic missile launchers, it cited the ministry
as saying.

JPN:
Ukraine war spurs
Japan to boost R&D in
drones, AI: document

A draft of one of Japan's most closely watched policy documents calls for "radically strengthening" the country's
defensive capabilities with more research and development in technologies needed to respond to conflicts like the
Ukraine war. In addition to bolstering Japan's capabilities in emerging fields such as cyber and electromagnetic
warfare, the draft stresses the importance of "standoff" defenses that enable counterattacks at a distance. It calls
for promoting research and development of technologies that will be vital to modern warfare, such as artificial
intelligence, drones and quantum computing. It also discusses incorporating civilian technologies with military
applications, reflecting the role civilian satellites and telecommunications networks played in the Ukraine conflict.

asia.nikkei.com
01.06.2022
04:55 JST

With concerns mounting about the risk of China sparking a Taiwan crisis, Tokyo looks to reinforce its alliance with
Washington. Bigger defense spending is anticipated, including on joint exercises with the U.S. and other friendly
countries. The ruling Liberal Democratic Party in April recommended boosting defense spending to 2% or more of
gross domestic product -- a sharp rise from the traditional level of about 1% of GDP -- within five years. An increase
to 2% would add more than 5 trillion yen ($40 billion) to annual defense budgets.
ac.nato.int
31.05.2022

NATO:

United States Air Force (USAF) F-35s have joined their Royal Netherlands Air Force (RNLAF) colleagues to conduct
air operations in the Black Sea region, May 30. USAF F-35s, deployed to Spangdahlem Air Base in Germany, flew a
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United States and Dutch
Fifth Generation
fighters operate
together in the Black
Sea region

long-range mission to Bulgaria in support of NATO vigilance activities on the Eastern flank. Once in the region they
linked with RNLAF F-35s, based in Bulgaria under the NATO enhanced Air Policing mission and the Bulgarian Air
Force. The USAF F-35s landed at Graf Ignatievo Air Base, Bulgaria enabling them to increase their range and
endurance over the Black Sea.
"The ability to leverage the advanced capabilities provided by Allied 5th generation aircraft is key to enhancing
NATO's situational awareness and strengthening our defensive posture in this important region," said Brigadier
General Christoph Pliet, Deputy Chief of Staff Operations. "Alliance aircraft routinely operate together in the Black
Sea region in order to hone communication skills and enhance interoperability for future missions."

ekathimerini.com
31.05.2022
19:03

USA/TUR/NATO:
Menendez reiterates
opposition to US
upgrade of Turkish
F-16s

US Senator Bob Menendez, a Democrat and chairman of the powerful Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
reiterated his opposition to the sale of military equipment to Turkey during an annual summit in New York on
Tuesday. “I find it very difficult to agree on the sale of other military equipment to Turkey,” he said referring to
Turkey’s request to modernize its F-16 fighter jets and upgrade its fleet at the Mediterranean Business Summit titled
“Investing for peace, stability and pluralistic growth.” He also said he believed that, “at the end of the day, Turkey
will remove the obstacles” for Sweden and Finland to join NATO.
Referring to recent tensions in the Aegean, Menendez said that Turkey “continues to pose a threat to stability and
prosperity” in the Eastern Mediterranean and that despite being a NATO ally it is challenging Greek sovereignty
“with provocative overflights,” while denouncing as “unacceptable” all violations of Greek airspace by Turkish
fighter jets.

reuters.com
31.05.2022

DEU:
Air force to get largest
share of Germany's 100
billion euro defence
bulk-up

The lion's share of the 100 billion euro special fund Germany is allocating to rebuilding its military after Russia's
invasion of Ukraine will go to the air force, according to a document seen by Reuters. The document envisages 40.9
billion euros being spent on developments and purchases including of new Eurofighter and F35 jets and a successor
to the Tornado warplane, as well as the building of a space-based early warning system.

defenseone.com
31.05.2022
09:53 PM ET

USA/UKR:
US to Send Ukraine
Advanced Rockets; Kyiv
Promises Not to Fire
Into Russia

The United States plans to send Ukraine advanced long-range artillery that President Volodymyr Zelenskyy had
requested for weeks, but Biden administration officials said would only be armed with limited-range munitions and
would not be used to strike targets inside of Russia. White House officials on Tuesday announced that the M142
High Mobility Artillery Rocket System, or HIMARS, would be part of new $700 million arms package for Ukraine,
which has received increasingly more advanced and lethal weapons to fight Russia’s invasion. “At this time, we've
decided not to provide the longer range of munitions,” a senior administration official said.
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(Ergänzende Information thehill.com vom 02.06.20222 01:33 MS: The Biden administration announced on Tuesday that it
would send four high mobility artillery rocket systems (HIMARS) to Ukraine, part of a $700 million arms and equipment
drawdown package for the war-torn country. Administration officials have stressed that the systems would be used to repel
Russian systems and not for strikes aimed for inside Kremlin territory, an assurance that has been given “at multiple levels of
the Ukrainian government,” Defense Department Undersecretary for policy Colin Kahl told reporters at the Pentagon.)
(Systembeschreibung HIMARS abrufbar unter:
https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/products/high-mobility-artillery-rocket-system.html)

raf.mod.uk
31.05.2022

NATO/GBR/USN:
RAF jets conduct
simultaneous Air
Maritime Exercises over
Red and Baltic Seas with
United Stated Navy

Over the Baltic Sea, the Typhoons from RAF Lossiemouth joined F-35B Lightning jets from RAF Marham to carry out
the exercise. On arrival in the exercise area with the USS Gravely, an Arleigh Burke-class guided missile destroyer,
the RAF aircraft were also joined by Gripen fighters of the Czech Airforce. During this exercise, the RAF Typhoons
flew a seven hour sortie and after first refuelling from a RAF Brize Norton based Voyager, came under the control
of the USS Gravely to ensure an effective integrated Air and Missile Defence was achieved to defend the ship.
Meanwhile a similar exercise was conducted over the Red Sea with the USS Gonzalez, another Arleigh Burke-class
destroyer. In this exercise RAF Typhoons currently deployed as part of 83 Expeditionary Air Group flew from RAF
Akrotiri to join United States Airforce F-16s to conduct exercises with the US Navy ship. The USS Gonzalez provided
maritime air control for the RAF Typhoons to practice intercepts which in turn led to the pilots carrying out fighting
manoeuvres against US Airforce F-16s. Exercises such as these are therefore designed to practice a number of drills
and to develop interoperability between RAF fast jets and ships of the UK’s key defence ally in different parts of the
world.

defensie.nl
31.05.2022
08:30

NATO/NLD/BGR:
Task F-35s in Bulgaria is
almost over

The F-35s that the Netherlands has stationed in Bulgaria are flying their last missions today. The task is to monitor
the airspace on the eastern flank of the NATO treaty area. Two F-35s have been available to NATO since April.
Bulgaria would like the fighter planes to stay longer. However, this is not possible due to the limitations of the Dutch
armed forces. The fighter planes are there for a reason, as experience has shown. In any case, there is a deterrent
effect. Apart from that, there were several times threatening situations towards NATO territory. That led to an
alarm of the F-35s. The aircraft operate from the Bulgarian Graf Ignatievo. Here are 4 F-35s. Half of it is kept as a
reserve. The fighter jets and the approximately 100 soldiers of the F-35 detachment will return to Leeuwarden Air
Base this week.

timesofisrael.com
30.05.2022

IRN:

The UN nuclear watchdog said Monday that it estimated Iran’s stockpile of enriched uranium had grown to more
than 18 times the limit laid down in Tehran’s 2015 deal with world powers. The International Atomic Energy Agency
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Iran’s enriched uranium
stockpile is now 18
times 2015 deal limit,
UN watchdog says

said in its latest report on Iran’s nuclear program that it “estimated that, as of May 15, 2022, Iran’s total enriched
stockpile was 3,809.3 kilograms.” The limit in the 2015 deal was set at 300 kilograms (660 pounds) of a specific
compound, the equivalent of 202.8 kilograms of uranium. The report also said that Iran is continuing its enrichment
of uranium to levels higher than the 3.67 percent limit in the deal. The stockpile of uranium enriched up to 20% is
now estimated to be 238.4 kilograms, up 56.3 kilograms since the last report in March, while the amount enriched
to 60% stands at 43.1 kilograms, an increase of 9.9 kilograms. Enrichment levels of around 90% are required for use
in a nuclear weapon.

yle.fi
30.05.2022

FIN:
Lapland first to receive
new F-35 fighter jets

Lapland will be the first region to receive "next-gen" F-35 fighter jets, according to the Finnish Air Forces. This is
partly due to the airbase's proximity to Norway, which also houses F-35 aircraft, according to Colonel Tuukka
Karjalainen of the Lapland Air Command. The jets are due to arrive up north by 2026, with Rovaniemi initially
receiving two to six aircraft. Finland's northernmost air force, based in Rovaniemi, stages training missions with the
Swedish and Norwegian air forces nearly every week. The Finnish Air Forces announced the purchase of 64 Lockheed
Martin F-35A Lightning II multi-role fighters back in February in an 8.4 billion euro deal with manufacturer Lockheed
Martin. The multi-role fighters replace Finland's aging fleet of Hornet Fighter jets, which is planned to be phased
out by 2030.
The Lapland Air Command will be the first to oust its Hornet aircraft, as having two fighter plane models operational
simultaneously is too tricky to manage, according to Colonel Karjalainen. A number of mechanics, pilots, and ground
crew will be sent to the United States to complete training on the F-35s during 2025, after which they will return to
Rovaniemi and begin training local military personnel. New recruits in Rovaniemi will be trained to fly Hornets up
until 2028-29, the Finnish Air Forces said.

reuters.com
30.05.2022
05:36 PM GMT+2

USA/UKR:
U.S. will not send
Ukraine rocket systems
that can reach Russia,
says Biden

The United States will not send Ukraine rocket systems that can reach into Russia, President Joe Biden said on
Monday, as Ukraine pushes for longer-range weapons system to help in its fight. Ukrainian officials have been asking
allies for longer-range systems including the Multiple Launch Rocket System, or MLRS, that can fire a barrage of
rockets hundreds of miles away. "We're not going to send to Ukraine rocket systems that strike into Russia," Biden
told reporters after arriving back at the White House after a weekend in Delaware.
Biden did not rule out providing any specific weapons system, but instead appeared to be placing conditions on
how they could be used. Biden and his team are working on a new package of military equipment and it is expected
to be announced in coming days. The MLRS was under consideration, but nothing with long-range strike capabilities
outside of battlefield use, a senior administration official said.
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(Ergänzende Information voanews.com vom 30.05.2022: Two systems -- the Multiple Launch Rocket System, or MLRS, and the
High Mobility Artillery Rocket System, known as HIMARS -- were under consideration, according to CNN and The Washington
Post on Saturday.)

timesofisrael.com
29.05.2022
09:51 PM

ISR/CYP:
IDF special forces head
to Cyprus to train for
fight against Hezbollah

Hundreds of Israel Defense Forces soldiers, including special forces, headed to Cyprus on Sunday to participate in
the final week of a major month-long exercise, simulating war against the Lebanese Hezbollah terror group. The
military said both conscript and reserve troops from the 98th Paratroopers Division, along with air force units and
other special forces — such as the elite Shayetet 13 navy unit — were to participate in the drills in Cyprus. Among
other things, the drills will simulate evacuating wounded troops by helicopter, and dropping logistics equipment
with heavy transport squadrons, according to the IDF. The IDF said the exercises would be carried out in various
terrains, including urban and rural areas in mountainous terrain, that resemble Lebanon. Also during the final week
of the major exercise — dubbed “Chariots of Fire” — the Air Force will simulate airstrikes on Iranian nuclear
facilities, over the Mediterranean Sea.
(Ergänzende Information Israeli Air Force @IAFsite vom 01.06.2022: Yesterday (Tuesday 31.05.2022), dozens of Israeli Air
Force aircraft simulated a long-range flight, aerial refueling and striking distant targets.)
(Ergänzende Information timesofisrael.com vom 01.06.2022 10:41 AM: Earlier this month, The Times of Israel learned that the
drill — as part of the military’s major Chariots of Fire exercise — would simulate a widescale strike in Iran, including against its
nuclear facilities. Chariots of Fire, which involves nearly all branches of the IDF, has been focusing on training for fighting on
Israel’s northern borders, including against the Iran-backed Hezbollah terror group in Lebanon. In light of growing uncertainty
regarding a return by Iran to the 2015 nuclear deal amid long-stalled negotiations with world powers, the past year has seen
the Israel Defense Forces ramp up its efforts to prepare a credible military threat against Tehran’s nuclear facilities.)
(Ergänzende Information timesofisrael.com vom 01.06.2022 05:11 PM: Iran would have obtained nuclear weapons years ago
if not for undercover Israeli operations against the Islamic Republic’s nuclear program, the former head of the Israel Defense
Forces said Wednesday. “Israel carries out diverse operations, most of which are covert, to prevent Iran from attaining nuclear
capabilities,” Gadi Eisenkot declared during a security conference held at Netanya Academic College. “Without these actions I
believe Iran would have already become a nuclear state some 7-10 years ago.”)

reuters.com
28.05.2022
12:25 PM

UKR/DNK/USA:
Ukraine receives
missiles and howitzers,
Zelenskiy expects good
news on arms supplies

Ukraine has started receiving Harpoon anti-ship missiles from Denmark and self-propelled howitzers from the
United States, Ukrainian Defence Minister Oleksiy Reznikov said on Saturday, saying the arms would bolster forces
fighting Russia’s invasion. He said Harpoon shore-to-ship missiles would be operated alongside Ukrainian Neptune
missiles in the defence of the country’s coast including the southern port of Odesa. Reznikov said Ukraine had also
received a range of heavy artillery pieces, including modified U.S.-made M109 self-propelled howitzers that will
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allow the Ukrainian military to strike targets from longer distances. Ukraine says it wants to secure deliveries of
U.S.-made long-range M270 multiple-rocket launchers (MLRS).
jpost.com
28.05.2022
06:39

RUS:
Russian troops depleted
60 percent of missile
stockpiles

Russian troops have depleted 60 percent of their stockpiles of high-precision weapons, a representative of Ukraine's
Intelligence Directorate (GUR), Vadym Skibitsky, told Radio Liberty Crimea. "According to our data regarding Russia's
high-precision weapons, about 60% of the stockpile has already been used. For some types, that number is as high
as 70%," Skibitsky said. GUR has previously released multiple intelligence reports describing how sanctions have
raised the cost of war materials and labor and prevented Russia from importing electronics key to the production
of modern weapons. The directorate has said that Russian surface-to-air missiles, tanks and shipyard production
have been hindered by these restrictions.
"We do assess that they [Russia] are running through their precision-guided missiles at a pretty fast clip," said
Pentagon Press Secretary John F. Kirby. "We know that in Mariupol, for instance, their use of munitions has migrated
from almost all precision-guided to a significant number of what we would call dumb bombs: non-precision-guided
munitions."

globalsecurity.org
27.05.2022

Russo-Ukraine War - 27
May 2022 - Day 93

The US administration has decided to transfer multiple launch rocket systems (MLRS) to Ukraine, The New York
Times reported, citing sources in the White House. Presumably, these are M31 GMLRS (Guided Multiple Launch
Rocket System) installations, the range of which is from 70 to 500 km, depending on the projectiles used. Such
installations can launch guided missiles, the flight of which is corrected with the help of satellites. According to one
of the sources of the newspaper, the White House is going to include the delivery of the M31 GMLRS in the next
package of military assistance to Ukraine, which should be announced soon. Earlier British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson advocated that Ukraine could receive multiple launch rocket systems from the West.

jpost.com
27.05.2022
00.40

ISR/USA7DEU:
Israel refuses US
request to transfer
Israeli missiles to
Ukraine

Israel turned down a US request to allow Berlin to supply Ukraine with Israeli-developed anti-tank missiles, US and
Israeli officials told Axios on Wednesday. The missiles, which are produced in Germany and would be transferred to
Kyiv by the German government, are produced with Israeli technology under an Israeli license. According to the
license, Israel must approve any transfer of the missiles to a third party.

defense.gov
26.05.2022

RUS/UKR:
Russian Progress in
Ukraine Is Only
Incremental

Russia has deployed 110 operational battalion tactical groups in Ukraine, the official said. The majority are in the
south, and the remaining groups are split and fighting in the Donbas region. Even with the preponderance of troop
numbers, officials say Russian forces have made small gains.
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Nations are providing Ukraine with the capabilities it needs to fight the invaders. Of the 108 M-777 howitzers that
nations pledged to Ukraine, 85 are now being used by the Ukrainian military the official said. These guns are firing
some of the 190,000 155 mm shells that have already been transferred to Ukraine.
Nations have also delivered nine Mi-17 helicopters, and 73 percent of the Switchblade unmanned aerial vehicles.
More equipment is arriving every day, and this covers everything from armored personnel carriers and rations to
medical supplies and anti-artillery radars and much more.
(Ergänzende Information cnn.com vom 26.05.2022: US and NATO allies continue to train Ukrainian soldiers on US and NATO
weapons systems outside of Ukraine, the official added. 419 Ukrainians soldiers have completed M-777 howitzer training,
about 30 Ukrainians have completed the basic howitzer maintenance course, and another 17 have completed the more
advanced 14-day maintainer course for the Howitzer systems, the official continued. About 20 Ukrainian soldiers are
completing the second iteration of the training on the Phoenix Ghost Unmanned Aerial Systems, or drones, that the US
provided to Ukraine, the official added. The US is “also helping facilitate training” for Ukrainians on coastal defense missiles
now that Denmark has agreed to contribute Harpoon launchers and vehicles to Ukraine, the official said. “Some training that
needs to be done on how to use the Harpoon was not designed for coastal defense, it was designed for anti-ship warfare, shipto-ship warfare, so this is a relatively new application of the missile, and therefore we know they’re going to need a little bit of
training on that,” the official said.)
(Ergänzende Information cnbc.com vom 27.05.2022: The U.S. is preparing to enhance military aid to Ukraine by sending
advanced, long-range rocket systems, according to CNN, which cited multiple officials. Ukrainian officials, including President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, have requested for the U.S. and its allies to provide them with the Multiple Launch Rocket Systems.)

nato.int
23.05.2022

FRA/NATO:
France deploys MAMBA
missile defence system
to bolster NATO
defensive posture on
eastern flank

The deployment of the French state-of-the-art MAMBA weapons system and an air defence command post to
Romania augments NATO's Integrated Air and Missile Defence (IAMD) since May 16. In a collective effort, several
Allies are providing both fighter aircraft and missile systems for an increased defensive posture on the eastern flank
following Russia's unprovoked invasion of Ukraine. The MAMBA surface based air and missile defence system is
operated by the French Air and Space Force as a theatre antimissile system to protect tactical sites against airborne
threats, including cruise missiles, tactical ballistic missiles, manned and unmanned aircraft. The system's main
components are the Aster 30 interceptor missile and the Arabel multi-function radar. MAMBA can operate in an
electronic warfare environment and is interoperable with other NATO air defence systems. Besides the French
deployment to Romania, Germany and the Netherlands have deployed PATRIOT batteries to Slovakia and the United
States sent two PATRIOT batteries to Poland in April 2022.
(Datasheet Aster 30 abrufbar unter:
https://www.mbda-systems.com/product/aster-15-30/)
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flightglobal.com
23.05.2022

CZE/UKR:
Czech Republic sending
attack helicopters to
Ukraine

The defenders of Ukraine are set to receive a cache of powerful new weapons, including attack helicopters from
the Czech Republic. It was not immediately clear which aircraft, or how many, the Czechs are sending to Ukraine.
According to the FlightGlobal 2022 World Air Forces directory, the Czech air force operates a mix of Soviet-era and
western attack helicopters, including the Bell AH-1Z Viper and the Mil Mi-24 Hind. The country lists 15 Mi-24s and
19 Mi-17 Hip utility lift helicopters in its active inventory. Four AH-1Zs and eight Bell UH-1Y Venom (more commonly
known as the Super Huey) are listed as being on-order.
Throughout the now three-month Russian invasion of Ukraine, Western leaders organizing aid to the Ukrainian
armed forces have shown a preference for sending Soviet Bloc equipment, such as MiG fighter jets and S-300 air
defence systems. The bulk of equipment operated by Ukrainian troops is Soviet in origin and thus requires little-tono training time upon its receipt. In contrast, it may require substantial training on Western jets and helicopters
before Ukrainian operators can make effective use of them. That makes Prague’s Mi-24s the likely candidate for the
attack helicopters heading to Ukraine.

defbrief.com
23.05.2022

DNK/UKR:
Denmark pledges to
send Harpoon anti-ship
missiles to Ukraine

Denmark has promised to send a Harpoon launcher and missiles to Ukraine, US defense secretary Lloyd J. Austin III
revealed following a virtual international meeting on Monday. First fielded in the 1970s, the Harpoon is an allweather, over-the-horizon anti-ship missile capable of defeating a range of surface targets. It can be launched from
surface ships, submarines, aircraft, and even coastal launchers. While it was not specified, the Harpoon missiles
Denmark will be sending to Ukraine could be the Block I coastal defense systems which were retired in Denmark in
2003. The donation comes at a time when Russia is continuing its blockade of Odessa, a major Ukrainian Black Sea
port through which it exports its wheat products. Potent anti-ship missiles which would complement its R-360
Neptune shore-based anti-ship missiles could help Ukraine break the blockade.

timesofisrael.com
21.05.2022
05:06 AM

CYP:
Israel joins 6 other
countries in Cyprus to
drill evacuations from
conflict zones

Seven countries including the US, France, Italy, Israel and Greece have taken part in a series of drills in and around
Cyprus designed to ease civilian evacuations from conflict zones and to conduct offshore rescue operations, amid a
renewed sense of urgency due to the war in Ukraine. For the first time, Egypt took part in the Friday leg of the
annual drill with its own military forces, while Saudi Arabia sent a delegation of observers to “Argonaut 2022,” which
Cyprus has billed as one of the most important civilian evacuation drills in the world.
Cypriot Defense Minister Charalambos Petrides told foreign officials that participating nations took part in the
planning of the mass evacuation of civilians fleeing a crisis in a neighboring country.

asia.nikkei.com
20.05.2022

CHN/JPN:

China has set up an object that appears to be modeled on an airborne warning and control system (AWACS) plane
used by the Japan Air Self-Defense Force (JASDF) in a desert area of Xinjiang, Nikkei has learned after analyzing
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Satellite photos suggest
China training to attack
Japan's aircraft

satellite photographs with experts. The object could be used by the Chinese military as a dummy target for training
to attack SDF aircraft with missiles, a former senior SDF official pointed out. The object is believed to be modeled
on the JASDF's E-767 aircraft. Thomas Shugart, adjunct senior fellow at the Center for a New American Security
(CNAS) said, "I looked around to see what AWACS is of that size and shape and has two engines, and there is one:
the E-767, which is operated only by the Japan Air Self-Defense Force."
With its extensive surveillance capabilities, the E-767 is difficult to shoot down during flight. It is considered most
vulnerable to attack when it is parked on the ground. Military drills use same-shape targets to increase missile
accuracy. Yoji Koda, former commander in chief of Japan's Self Defense Fleet, said, the object "was probably built
to check the error of missile impact" to simulate attacking E-767s. "If we lost the E-767s during a Taiwan
contingency, Japan would lose its ability to monitor the Nansei Islands," said Kiyofumi Iwata, a former chief of staff
of the Ground Self-Defense Force.
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/Indo-Pacific/Satellite-photos-suggest-China-training-to-attack-Japans-aircraft)

thetimes.co.uk
20.05.2022
07:00 PM BST

GBR/UKR:
Are British weapons
making a difference in
Ukraine?

Advanced Brimstone missiles delivered to Ukraine from Britain have “changed the dynamic” on the battlefield in
the eastern Donbas, an adviser to the defence secretary has said. Ben Moores, a policy adviser on procurement in
the Ministry of Defence, said that the anti-tank missiles were threatening “vulnerable” Russian formations even if
they were miles away from the frontlines. “The Ukrainian deployment of Brimstone means that even invading
formations that are far back, moving, off road and dispersed are now vulnerable. [This] changes the dynamic again”,
he wrote on Twitter in relation to a video showing Brimstones hitting two Russian tanks deep behind enemy lines
this week.

Interviews, Analysen, Studien, Reports, Fact Sheets, Infographics, Podcast und Videos
csis.org
01.06.2022

RUS/UKR:
Russia’s Ill-Fated
Invasion of Ukraine:

Russia has failed to achieve most of its objectives in Ukraine because of poor military planning, significant logistical
problems, low combat readiness, and other deficiencies, which undermined Russian military effectiveness. These
and other challenges—including Ukrainian military efforts and Western aid—severely impacted Russian air, ground,
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Lessons in Modern
Warfare

cyber, and maritime operations. Russia’s failures will force the Russian military to fundamentally rethink its training
practices, organizational structure, culture, logistics, recruitment and retention policies, and planning efforts.
Nevertheless, Russia is still attempting a de facto annexation of parts of eastern and southern Ukraine that it
controls.
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter:
https://www.csis.org/analysis/russias-ill-fated-invasion-ukraine-lessons-modern-warfare)

bmvg.de
01.06.2022

DEU:
Verteidigungshaushalt
2021

Der Verteidigungsetat liegt im Haushaltsjahr 2021 bei 46,93 Milliarden Euro. Gegenüber dem Haushalt 2020 ist er
um 2,8 Prozent gestiegen. Der Bundeswehr stehen damit 1,3 Milliarden Euro mehr zur Verfügung als im
vergangenen Haushaltsjahr. Mit dem Budget können eingeleitete Entwicklungs-, Beschaffungs- und
Infrastrukturvorhaben fortgesetzt werden.
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://www.bmvg.de/de/themen/verteidigungshaushalt/verteidigungshaushalt-2021)

lockheedmartin.
com
May 2022

F-35 Brochure

crsreports.
congress.gov
31.05.2022

USA:
Report to Congress on
Anti-Drone Weapons

(Abrufbar unter:
https://www.lockheedmartin.com/content/dam/lockheed-martin/aero/documents/F-35/F-35_Brochure_3-2020.pdf)

Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), commonly called drones, have proliferated rapidly and are available to nation
states and to nonstate actors and individuals. These systems could provide U.S. adversaries with a low-cost means
of conducting intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance missions against—or attacking—U.S. forces.
Furthermore, many smaller UASs cannot be detected by traditional air defense systems due to their size,
construction material, and flight altitude. As a result, in FY2023, the Department of Defense (DOD) plans to spend
at least $668 million on counter-UAS (C-UAS) research and development and at least $78 million on C-UAS
procurement. As DOD continues to develop, procure, and deploy these systems, congressional oversight of their
use may increase, and Congress may have to make decisions about future authorizations, appropriations, and other
legislative actions.

(Vollständiger Report abrufbar unter:
https://s3.documentcloud.org/documents/22048520/department-of-defense-counter-unmanned-aircraft-systems-may-312022.pdf)
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airforcemag.com
29.05.2022

USAF:
The Next-Generation
Air Dominance family of
systems remains highly
classified. But some
details are beginning to
emerge.

The Air Force has invested more than $2.5 billion since 2018 to develop that successor: the Next-Generation Air
Dominance (NGAD) family of systems. By 2025, that number will have grown to at least $9 billion. While still highly
classified, the Air Force has gradually begun to reveal limited details about NGAD, which it describes as a “family of
systems” that will collaboratively gain air dominance in combat. The NGAD family will include at least one crewed
aircraft and an undisclosed number of uncrewed aircraft, along with other technologies that could include optionally
crewed platforms, missiles, pods, and offboard capabilities, some of which could operate from space. Some flying
escorts will carry sensors or more weapons, while others will provide electronic or ground attack capabilities so that
NGAD can get through enemy defenses to hold at risk any target in the battlespace.
(Vollständiger Report abrufbar unter:
https://www.airforcemag.com/article/piecing-together-the-ngad-puzzle/)

bbc.com
28.05.2022

GBR/UKR:
What weapons are
being given to Ukraine
by the UK?

Boris Johnson has called for more military support for Ukraine, as it battles Russian forces in the east of the country.
The prime minister said Russian troops are "continuing to chew through ground" in the Donbas region, making
"slow, but I'm afraid palpable, progress." Thousands of frontline Ukrainian troops are now using weapons and other
equipment supplied by the UK. The government says it is spending £1.3bn ($1.6bn) on military support for Ukraine.
So what exactly is being sent, and how much of a difference is it making?
(Vollständiger Report abrufbar unter:
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-61482305)

inss.org.il
26.05.2022

ISR:
High-Power Laser
Applications on the
Future Battlefield

This article examines high-power laser applications to protect against future threats on the battlefield. Lasers that
produce energetic light beams at the speed of light have demonstrated capabilities to neutralize and destroy air
targets, including shells, such as UAVs and gliders, which are now used by hostile countries and terrorist
organizations to harm civilian and military infrastructure. This article reviews the strategic and tactical applications
of high-power lasers, the advantages and disadvantages of the different types of lasers developed in recent decades,
and the current performance of these systems.
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://www.inss.org.il/publication/laser-weapon/?utm_source=activetrail&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=)

usni.org
23.05.2022

USN:
USNI News Fleet and
Marine Tracker: May
23, 2022

These are the approximate positions of the U.S. Navy’s deployed carrier strike groups and amphibious ready groups
throughout the world as of May 23, 2022, based on Navy and public data. In cases where a CSG or ARG is conducting
disaggregated operations, the chart reflects the location of the capital ship.
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(Infographic abrufbar unter:
https://news.usni.org/2022/05/23/usni-news-fleet-and-marine-tracker-may-23-2022)

eurasiantimes.com
22.05.2022

iiss.org
20.05.2022

CHN:
China’s ‘Engine
Problems’: Despite New
Tech For J-20 Fighters,
Beijing Remains Heavily
Reliant On Russia

Russia’s war with Ukraine is likely to impact the Chinese military, especially its fighters jets, due to its overdependence on Moscow. On May 17, experts at the China Aerospace Studies Institute conference predicted that
Russia wouldn’t service or provide engines and components for up to 40% of China’s fighters.

NATO/SWE/FIN:
Finland, Sweden and
NATO: the capability
dimension

As Finland and Sweden set off on the journey towards joining NATO, James Hackett looks at how they have already
increased their defence co-operation with each other, their neighbours and the Alliance, and how their defence
capabilities could be integrated into NATO plans and structures.

(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://eurasiantimes.com/chinas-engine-problems-despite-new-tech-for-j-20-stealth-fighters/)

(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter:
https://www.iiss.org/blogs/military-balance/2022/05/finland-sweden-and-nato-the-capability-dimension)

thebarentsobserver.com
12.05.2022

NOR:
How Norway’s new P-8
Poseidon will counter
Russia’s submarine
threat in Arctic waters

The decision to purchase five Boeing P-8 Poseidon maritime patrol aircraft was taken in March 2017, the same
month as Russia launched its first serial production Yasen-M class - the “Kazan” - at the northern shipyard in
Severodvinsk. Seven more similar vessels, capable of quietly bringing a deadly load of long-range cruise missiles,
are under construction. Those sailing in northern waters will have Zapadnaya Litsa as home port. The base is a short
60 kilometers from Russia’s border to Norway. Protecting sea-lanes between North America and Europe, key to
enabling the reinforcement in case of war, will become way more difficult if one or more of the Russian subs can
slip undetected south in the Norwegian Sea.
The two first P-8s arrived at Evenes earlier this winter and are now under testing for deploying. Three more will
arrive from the Boeing factory in Seattle later this year and in 2023. When fully operational, the P-8s will replace
Norway’s three DA-20 Jet Falcon and four P-3C Orion - a turboprop aircraft flying missions over the Norwegian- and
Barents Seas since the late 1980s. The P-8 Poseidon can carry two anti-ship cruise missiles on each wing, five
torpedoes and other weapons like deep-water bombs in the internal weapons bay and pylons located aft of the
main gear. In the nose, the plane has a specialist radar with a range of up to 250 nautical miles. This radar can detect
a submarine if only the periscope is above the waterline.
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://thebarentsobserver.com/en/node/9725)
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(Ergänzende Information fma.no vom 27.05.2022: The last of five new Norwegian P-8 Poseidon maritime patrol aircraft has
now been delivered from the factory in Seattle. Three of them have now arrived in Norway after the last plane in line, Munin,
landed at Evenes on Friday 27 May. The agreement to acquire five new P-8A Poseidon maritime patrol aircraft was signed
between defense materiel and the U.S. government on March 29, 2017. Construction of the Norwegian aircraft began in
February 2021, and all aircraft were delivered from the Boeing factory in Seattle from November 2021 to May 2022. The new
aircraft are scheduled to take over the duties of the current P-3C Orion in 2023, and will have full operational capability in
2025.)
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° Die Fähigkeiten und die Schlüsselfunktion von Air Power,
° die zentrale Bedeutung einer integrierten Luftverteidigung,
° die Weiterentwicklung von Luftstreitkräften mit einem besonderen Fokus
Europa,
° Entwicklungen und Entwicklungstendenzen in der 3. Dimension sowie
° die möglichen verheerenden Folgen eines ungeschützten schweizerischen
Luftraums für unsere Bevölkerung und Souveränität im Frieden, bei
Terrorangriffen aus der Luft sowie im Konfliktfall
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° Fact and Figures
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° Luftkriegseinsätze
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Beilagen im Anhang zum Versandmail NACHBRENNER 2022-37

° Nachrichtenblatt NACHBRENNER 2022-37
° 2022 05 29 AWST UKR RUS
° 20220530_Wie will die Armee wieder verteidigungsfähig werden_Handout(3)

Verbunden in einem Informationsnetzwerk mit

°
°
°
°
°
°

Neuabonnement NACHBRENNER

Für eine regelmässige, kostenlose Zustellung des NACHBRENNER übermittelt man
seine Mailadresse an konrad.alder@bluewin.ch.

Peter Bosshard – Forum Flugplatz Dübendorf – www.forum-flugplatz.ch
Thomas Bosshard – Pro Schweizer Luftwaffe – thomasbosshard@bluewin.ch
Dr. Peter Forster – Das Bulletin Nr. 1 – https://bulletin-1.ch/
H.U. Helfer – Informationsgruppe Pro Kampfflugzeuge – helfer@presdok.ch
Daniel Hildinger – Verein Schweizer Armeefreunde - www.chaf.ch
Christoph Vollenweider – Gruppe Luftverteidigung – www.lilienberg.ch

Auf die gleiche Art erfolgt die Annulation des Abonnements.
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Wie kann die Armee in der Luft und am
Boden rasch wieder verteidigungsfähig
werden?
30.05.2022 / Informationsanlass, Mettmenstetten
Divisionär Peter Merz, Kommandant Luftwaffe
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Der Krieg in der Ukraine

Luftangriff gegen die Ukraine (DO 24.02.2022)
• Do 24.02.2022: RUS startet um
0430LT den Erstschlag gegen UKR
• Angriffe auf 74 Ziele, darunter:
• 11 x Air Bases
• 3 x Kommandoposten
• 13 x Radare inkl BODLUV
• Ca 160 Abstandslenkwaffen
(CM, BM, ALCM) wurden eingesetzt

Erstschlag und Beginn der Offensive

CM: Cruise Missile
BM: Ballistic Missile
ALCM: Air Launched Cruise Missile
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• Ziel des Erstschlages war die
Zerschlagung der UKR Luftwaffe,
BODLUV und der
Führungseinrichtungen, um die
terrestrischen Angriffe aus drei
verschiedenen Richtungen
vorzubereiten
3

Erkenntnisse – Luft
RUS
• Zögerliches Vorgehen zu Beginn der Op gegen
Infrastrukturen und Systeme
• Erdkampf zu Beginn im Tiefflug (wenig
Präzisionsmunition)
• Eher unkoordiniertes Vorgehen mit Landstreitkräften.
• RUS Luftherrschaft nur punktuell erreicht.

UKR
• Flächendeckender Einsatz von tragbaren
Boden-Luft Systemen (MANPADS und
SHORAD) sowie mobile BODLUV.
• Einsatz von multifunktionalen Drohnen zur
Zielaufklärung und Bekämpfung.
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Erkenntnisse – Boden
RUS
• Unerwartetes Vorgehen in kleinen Kolonnen
•

Ungünstige Kräfteverhältnisse für einen Angreifer

•

Bat K Gr (BTG) ohne Kampfunterstützung

•

Kein Kampf der verbundenen Waffen

•

Mangelnde logistische Unterstützung

UKR
• Robuste Gesamtverteidigungskonzeption, Kontrolle des
Raumes
• Hohe op Handlungsfreiheit
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•

Verzögerungs- und Abnützungskampf, Gegenangriffe

•

Militärische Operationen mit Jagdkampf auf Versorgungswege und
Versorgungsgüter

•

Sprengobjekt Taktik auf "passages obligés"
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Bedrohung = Potenzial x Absicht

RUS

970

FRA

271

TUR

211

GRC

187

ITA

208

GBR

134

DEU

212

ESP

152

POL

93
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Nutzungsende Hauptsysteme der Armee
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Gesamtkonzeption der Armee
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Fähigkeitsorientierte Weiterentwicklung der Armee
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Konfliktbild
Politischer Druck

Terrorismus

Cyber-Angriffe

Schwächung der Wirtschaft
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Desinformationskampagne

Sonderoperationskräfte

Militärische Aggression

Sanktionen
10

"Hybride" Bedrohung
Durch internationales Recht reguliert
(reguläre staatliche Streitkräfte)

Hybride
Bedrohung

Nicht durch internationales Recht reguliert
(irreguläre nichtstaatliche Akteure)
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Einsatzumfeld

• zunehmende Überbauung und Siedlungsdichte;
• Vernetzung und Digitalisierung.
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Schutz des Luftraumes
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Programm Air2030
RP 16/18
(205 Mio. Fr)
Werterhalt Primärradare
FähigkeitsErweiterung Sekundärradare

RP 22
(6 Mrd. Fr.)
36 F-35A

Modernisierung der
DatalinkVerschlüsselung

RP 20
(155 Mio. Fr.)
RLE: Erneuerung
des Führungs- und
KommunikationsSystems Florako
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RP 22
(2 Mrd. Fr.)
5 FE Patriot
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Projektstand Patriot
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Bodluv Grössere Reichweite (Patriot)
• Massgebliche Abhaltewirkung
gegen Luftfahrzeuge
• Massgeblicher Beitrag zur
integrierten Luftverteidigung
• Ausserordentlicher Mehrwert zur
erkannten Luftlage
• Fähigkeit zur autarken Abwehr
von ballistischen Lenkwaffen
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Swiss Patriot Configuration 3+
Information
Coordination
Central

Engagement
Control
Station
Radar Set
Electric
Power Plant

Launching
Stations

Feuereinheit 1

Feuereinheit 2

Feuereinheit 3

Feuereinheit 4

Feuereinheit 5

Antenna Mast
Group

•
•
•
•

Communication
Relay Group

•
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Maintenance Vehicles
Re-Loader
Fuel Trucks
Communication
Vehicles
…
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Projektstand NKF
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F-35A - Fähigkeiten eines 5th Gen Flugzeuges
Reduzierte Detektierbarkeit (Stealth)

Interne Waffenschächte

Neuste Radar- und Sensortechnologien

Fusion aller Sensoren in
umfassendes Lagebild
Vernetzte
Operationsführung
Mach

1.6

Leistungsfähigkeit und
lange Verweildauer
im Einsatzraum
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Elektronische Schutz- und
Störmassnahmen
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F-35A - Fähigkeiten zu Gunsten der Armee

LUFTPOLIZEIDIENST

Fä-Aufbau Erdkampf
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LUFTVERTEIDIGUNG
1

OCA
SEAD / DEAD

ERDKAMPF
2

LUFTNAHUNTERSTÜTZUNG
AI

3

CAS

LUFTAUFKLÄRUNG
(ISR)
Sensor to Shooter
Loop
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F-35A – Autonomie
• Miliztauglichkeit
• Interoperabilität
• Datensicherheit
• Logistische Abhängigkeit ist minimiert
• Technologische Abhängigkeit ist minimiert
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Handlungsspielraum bei der Ausgestaltung der
künftigen Fähigkeiten
Als Beispiel: Panzerbrechende Wirkung
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Projekte ausgewählter Fähigkeitsbereiche
Indirekte Wirkung

Geschützte Mobilität

Sensor-Nachrichten-Führung-Wirkungsverbund
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Bisherige Finanzierungsplanung
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Kurzfristige Investitionsmöglichkeiten bei
Erhöhung der Armeebudget auf 1% BIP
2022
• Mörser 12cm - "zweite Tranche"
• Cyberfähigkeiten
• Geschützte Mobilität
2023ff – zahlreiche Projekte vorziehen
• Munition, Lenkwaffen, Boden-Luft Lenkwaffen
• Weitreichende Lenkwaffe Boden-Boden
• Cyberfähigkeiten
• Führungssysteme
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Weiterführende
Informationen / Grundlagen
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www.vbs.ch/air2030
www.ddps.ch/air2030
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